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I. Early History of the Irish Theatre. 
Although it may be possi ble to trace the ance stry of t he 
dramat ic revival in Irela nd back to t he first pa rt of t h e nine-
t eenth century where we find the exquisite ballads of Thomas Moore 
and, a li tt le l ater,the romantic poetry of Aubrey de Vere, y et, 
f rom 1848 on t o t he fall of Parnell's political ship~ the lit e rary 
geniuses of Erin seemed to be s lumbering . Thst it was only slumbe r 
wa s evinced by their strenuous a ~~J akening which manife st ed i t self in 
wha t ~e term the "Celtic Renaissance". ~he vital f orce behind this 
was a purpose to*"retell in English the old Irish legends and t he 
s t ill current Irish folk songs, and to catch and preserve the moods 
of men and women of today, especially those moods which came t o 
them out of their brooding over Ireland, its history, its land-
sca.p$nd the temper of its people." The renaissance interested 
itself in every form of literary endeavor, history, t ranslation 
from the ol d Gaelic, poetry, and t he novel, but seemed to concen-
trate about the drama. With the exc eption of Lionel J ohnson every 
great man of the movement fell i n line and made his contribution 
to t he developmen t of the drama. 
The Irish theatre came into bein? becaus e of one i mpulse of 
the period, namely , locB.l react jon e.gainst the commercialization 
of the art of acting. The resul t o f t hi s reaction was t h e formation 
of t he National Irish Idterery Society et :hlblin in 189 2 with 
J 
Edward :Martyn , Ge11rge Moore , ana William Butler Yeat s as the prime 
instigators, and: ably abet t ed by IJacly Grego r y, A. E., a'r\d O' Grady. 
Martyn and Moore desi:t ed * "to facil i tate literary production of 
the cosmopolitan drama of ideas" while Yeat s had a dream of a 
*1 Weygandt - I rish Plays and Playwrights 
* 2 Boyd - The Contempara ry Drama of Ireland . 
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thaatre whidh would appeal to the heart. He wished t o substitute 
for the drama of spectacular incident and vapid sentiment a drama 
of sincere feeling that would be native in co l ors, characters, 
ideals and atmosphere. 
It was due to the effo~ts of Lady Gregory that the 
theatre movement was actually inaugurated. l~fhile Yeats ana Martyn 
·were visi tin€t her they conceived the plan of hiring a Dublin 
theatre and raising sufficient money by sevuring guarantees. 
Lady Gregory herself offered the first guarantee of twenty-five 
pounds. 1 ormal let t ers were sent out expressing their intention of 
performing each year Celtic and Irish play s to build up e. school 
of dramatic literature. They desired to raise three hundred pounds. 
Although they secured the !Z'Uarantees the sums were never ca.lled for 
becau s e Martyn made up t he deficit. Yeats and :Martyn then set out 
for :Jublin. There they encountered difficulties for,bestdes being 
ex-pensive, they found the Gaiety, Royal and Q,ueen' s Thea tree en-
gaged,and an old act forbade the gi~ing of performances for money 
in an unlicensed building. Hov;rever, to a bill the,t was then going 
through the house a clause wa.s added permitting the gra.nting of 
license s for public performances by the lord lieutenant. 
The Ancient Concert Rooms were bared in Dublin and on May s. 
189 9 ' the initial performance took place. Yeats' "Countess Cathleen" 
was played on t ha t night and, on the following. J.1artyn' s "The 
Heather Field." George Moore assisted in securing the actors for 
these plays which were rehearsed in London while Lionel .:ohnson 
l 
wrote the prologu.e to uG ountess Cathleen." On the opening ni€·ht 
the gallery created considerable disturbance o~er this play clai mi ng 
that it at t acked the Catholic ftlith anf.. was unpatriotic. 
February. 1 9CJ0 , brought still other Irish plays be f ore the 
Ps~e :?. 
public: Alice 'Milligan's "'The Last Feast of Fiana", 'Martyn's 
"Maeve" and "The Bend.in,g of the Bough" by Moore. The last men-
tioned was t he first play dealing with a vital Irish question 
and. between acts the Gaelic League sang "The Wearing of' the 
Green". The actors played before a thoroughly appreciative aud-
ience and, strt:mge to say, "Maeve" was heralded as a National-
ist play. 
Mr. T. R. Benson with an English compeny produced 
rtDia.rmuid and Grania" by Yeats and Moore in October 1901. That 
same mont*yde's "The Twisting of the ? ope" was produced in Irish 
with Irish actors. The thre~wears of experiment were over, the 
Irish Literary Society had set in motion an immortal dramatic 
movement, and Hyde's play proved the desirability of native inter-
preters. w. G. Fay had trained the actors for this play, his 
brother Frank read the first act of A. E.'s n:neirdre" and they 
decided to start developing native talent . here. Yeats became in-
terested and "Kathleen ni Houlihan" was added. These were produced 
in April 190 2, and by October of· that Sf'!me year 41ay' s Irish 
National Dramatic Society was the recognized successor to the Irish 
Literary Theatre. Yeats was elected president of the organization, 
A. E. vice president and Lady Gregory was soon enlisted but Martyn 
showed no interest; however Padraic Colum, Seumas 0' Sullivan and 
.) 
James Cousins joined them and later Synge's enthusiasm was aroused. 
Further offering:s of that year were Cousin's "The Rleep o f the 
King" and "A Pot of Broth" by Yeats. 
The year 1902 brought with it the initial performance 
of Yeats' "The Hour Glass11 , "The King's Threshold" and "Shadov,ry 
Waters" together wjth ~regory's "Twenty-five", Colum's "Broken 
SoiP' and Sp:nge's "In the Shadow of the Glen." At the same time 
America be gan to s how her in+. ere s t jn I reland 's "drama in the 
mak ing ," for +he Irish Literary Society of New York produced 
"A Pot of Brothtt - and - "Kathl~en ni Houlihan". In May Fay's 
players went up to London f or a week-end and gave Fred Ryan~s 
''Laying t he Foundations", Yeats' ltThe Hour Glass", ''A Pot of 
Broth", "Kathleen" and Gregory's "Twenty-five." rhese plays were 
a huge success and Hiss Horniman's sympathy with the artistic and 
dramatic aims of th e company became aroused. For them she lea sed 
t he Mecha nics Ins t itute in Dublin, a dding a part of t he site of 
the old morgue, reconstruc t ed and named it the J.bbey Theatre, and 
gave it to them, rent f ree, plus a small annual subsidy for six 
years. In 1910, the theatre was pur chased from h er by public sub-
scription. ~he last plays to be given in the old ·home were Yeats' 
"The Shadowy Waters" and Synge's "Riders to t he Sea." They moved 
into their new home in December of t hat year and played f or t hei r 
opening nights Synge's "The Well of the Saints'', Colum' s "The 
Land" and Gre ~ory's "Spreading t he News". 
The Abbey Theatre has come ~own to us with a few well 
esta.bli shed tradit i ons. Among them is the method of acti ng which 
wa s chiefly under t he direction of Yv. G. Fa.y. The Abbey players 
aimed at truthfulness and simplicity. r he actors we r e so grouped 
as t o obliterate all save the s -p eaker and were taught to avoid all 
unnatural gesticulation and st Pge bu s iness. All the regul8r tricks 
of t he stage were elimina ted, t he action rising purely from the 
situati on. Character r a ther t ha,n e ct i on was made the dominent note. 
~he development of the minor part wa s stressed, th i s being facil-
i tated oy t he l eek of a s t ar system. n owever l!,ay' s great est con t ri-
bution to the thea tre is its elocution. Yeats * " a ttracted by the ir 
_) 
* Boyd - The Contemparary Drama of Irelan d 
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rhythmic sneech and delicat~ intonation" assisted the players in 
..J 
makin~*"the Anglo Irish i d j om attractive to the unacouainted, a 
perfect harmony of idJom and diction." 
As for the stage-settings; the scenery was as unaffected 
as the acting. A few simple sets suff iced for the peasant plays, 
a cottage interior, a village street, or a cross-road in the hills. 
Yeats, partly influenced by Gordon Craig, advocated merely decor~tive 
subdued and harmon i ous background. I'h:Us the l egendary plays WAre 
staged with only two or three colors predominating: old reds, 
misty blues, imperial purples and dulled golds. Lady Gregory's 
son ? obert lent much valuable assistance in th is line. 
These simple methods were conditioned by the li :J"~ its 
the Ab bey Theatre placed upon itself. 1he drama was bational; 
nationa.lity in Ireland me ans rusticity, hence the majority of the 
plays treated rural subjects. 'Ehe thea.tre was diminutive and it s 
resources were 1 i mi ted, which facts rena_ered st ent oriar\vo ices and 
tawdry stage setting inappropriate. 
The scope of the Ab'f.; was restricted by the intervention 
of the Gaiety and Royal, the patent forbade the production of plays 
other than t hose written by Irishmen on Irish subjects or foreign 
masterpieces, not English. This practically precluded the renting 
of the theatre to other organizations for remumerative purposes. It 
faced the tasks of building up its own audiences. Wrom »countess 
Cathleen" in 1899 to urn the Shadow of the Glen" in 1903 no plays 
.) 
had aroused any rancor. The younger generation of all classes contri-
buted members to the audience although these were, for the most part. 
free intelligences from the poorer elements. The »Pit" of the Abbey 
was the envy of all theatrical managers of Dublin, * "a pit of 
people young in years or heart, interested in intellectual things. 
• Boyd - The Contemparary Drams. of Ireland 
* Weygandt - Irish Plays and Playwrights 
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self t8.u g-ht t o spprec iate fine t h ings ." Whe n the su,bs idy was with-
drawn, the ::) e same people mede +.h e theatre a fixture in Ireland. 
'D he Dublin season l~. sted from October to May and then the 
company pa :i d a Visit to London and other F:ngli sh cities. Afterwards 
they frequently went to Cork or Belfast. :During their trip to 
America some of t h e Irish- American blood were kept a way by the pr5!1-
~ancta of certain patriotic societies but to tho s e V! ho were interested 
in literary drama th e pl e,ys a ppealed on their O\'m merit.s and the acto r s 
won sucess because o f ~heir e.rt in reacting lifA. 
The Abbey comp~ny has begotten oth ers; the Dlster Literary 
Theatre, the Theatre of Ireland, the National Players, t h e Cork 
Dramatic '"'ociety, anct it has brou?.ht into being a f o l k d rama and a 
school of dramatics. On the whole, the result has been *"a movement 
the most original in letters the world has known since that in Nor-
way which gave Ibsen a.nd Bjch·n s en to the world." 
* Weygandt - Irish Plays and Playwright s. 
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II. Edward llartyn and George Moore. 
Edward Martyn was a Nat i ona list landed ~entlemen who spent con-
siderable ti~e in London and on the con t inent, lured there by his 
love of music. In 1890 he anonymously nub l i shed •• Morp-ant. e the 
Lesser" but his secret ambition wa s t o ~rite plays for th e ~ondon 
Theatre. He wrote but little of th e peasant class for hi s interests 
..) 
and intimat es we re among the l BndlordS, priests and pol it i cians. 
In fact, it was partly the question of the socia l clas s his ~lays 
should pre sent that led to his withdrawal from the dramatic movement. 
His first pla y "The Hea ther ? ieldn was produced in ~ay 1899 at 
the Ancient Concert Rooms in Dublin. I t wa s rs.ther poorly acted. by 
an insu-fficiently trained company but was enthusi astical ly received. 
It is e psychological analy~is of Carden Tyrrell, a ve ri ant of the 
theme of wa r between man, the idealist, and woman , the materialist. 
Martyn seems to handle his themes 'in the manne r of Ibsen . a'n-.d the 
..) 
clese of t h i s play, when Tyrrell goes mad on realizing his cherished 
~ield ha s returned t o it s wast e state, recall s very clea rly the fin a l 
scene in "Ghosts." It is sa i d the.t this pl e.y is more ef t'ective if 
seen than if read. The characters seem selected t o portrsy a n idee 
r a ther than t o picture life. The d.ielog-ue is not true dr a.ma.t ic s~eech 
for i t reveals li tt le of the ~ersonality of t he characters. 
"J:iaeven wa~ _produced about e. ye e .. r l e.ter and not so we ll played 
a s the "Heather 'Held." This I?la y sympolizes Ireland • s choice between 
her own n a tur~.l i de a.li sm rmd gngland' s materialism, likwise the 
choice of an individual soul. I t is a lesser pl~y but has a certain 
*"unesrthl i n e ss o f a. tmosphere, ~ (Uiet co l d.n e ss of be eu ty. n 
April 18 , 1904 s a w t he production of "The Encha-nted Sea" at 
Dublin. 'r his pl E>.y strongly reflected Ibsen's "The JJady from the Sea." 
*'Boyd - The Contempa.re;ry :Urama of Ireland. 
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In it there is a dignity of concept i on behind an insuff iciency of 
execut ion which rendered it crude, cold and ama teurish. For example 
Mrs ~ont, who stealthily plots the dea th of her stepson, is a finely 
delineated cha racter in the mind of the author but, in the play, is 
but~he villainess ot· e cheap melodre.ma. Li kewise, 0omms.nder Tyle, 
who is t hi rty yea rs of age, acts lik e a j ealous schoolboy. 
l'cartyn off ered "The 'Pale of e. ~~own" to the Abh ey, bu t Yeats, 
Grep.:ory a.nd l-'oore cecio.ecl it could. not presented i f the standard of 
~
the A were to be rna intained. It we s turned over to 1 ·~oore vvho rewrote 
it under t he title of "The Bending of the Bough." The first act was 
very slight ly changed but thepther four entirely rewritten. Ya rtyn's 
play w&.s purely local in theme and when producea in T ~ olesworth Hall, 
Dublin, in l~W5, it wa s hailed a s nationalist propagandist ma.teris.l. 
The play we s naked and uninspired, fell short in d. is.logue but exhibited 
vehement fe eling beh ind the satire. hloore's version was more intel-
ligible a s a~olitic a. l situation to people as a whole, its anpeal is 
muc h more universal. 
!'1Rrtyn wrote 11 The Pla ce J:[unters" in 1905 but never car ed to 
publish it in book form •. ..:n interval of seven yee.:r·s passed before 
1
'Grangecolman 11 appea red. fie still clung to hi s Ibsenian idea l, 
using "~osmerholmtt a s a copJr• This play had s. fidelity of purpose 
which lent effectiveness but ls.cked keennes of vi sian snt'l possessed 
no underlying emotion to relieve its _ sordidness. 
Somehow or other Martyn, in .all his plays, p.:ives the i mpression 
that he feels something dPgradi ng i n absorbinp.: associatjon wi th women, 
r or his ~lays cont a in ma ny indictments of t hem; Mrs. Tyrrell i n"The 
Heathe r Field", Mrst ont i n"'rhe Enchs.nted Sea", Katheri ne ~evlin in 
"Grangecolms.n" and al l the women~ sa.\"e Arabella :::>esn ... in "A ~ale of 
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a. ToV~.n", are either bitter, vill&inous ·or misgui.d.ec1 creetures. Tn 
"Maeve" Finola and Peg are trea.ted sympathetically but, apparently, 
only becau se they symbolize Ireland's resistance to England. 
Taken all in all, Fartyn wa.s a v i t!Jl fo rce wo rking f or the 
na~i onal iza~ion of Irish art, althou~h n o real artist himself. 
His ass ociat es c ome f~om a class of society that has never been de-
pic t ed by th e Abbey playwrights a nd ~ad he been willi ng to learn the 
art of stage-wri t ing frorn his co-workers he might have become the 
Ibsen of Ireland. lie could not be made to r ealize that a le.rge part 
of originality in drama consists of i deas, a.nd,beli. eving t ha t 
techni oue came f rom with in the man himself, he re fused to study lt 
out. ~3arring ''The Place Hunters'', i n a l l his ple.ys the plots Are 
interesting and siP-'n i f ic ant, ancl come f rom hi s own experience$ and 
t he ch a rac ter s are natural, though a few a re unusuel. tte i s strong 
where othe rs are weak, i n plot con st ruc t ion, but unfortunate!~ every 
J 
play is i mpaired by the touch of the amateur. The dialogue lacks 
realism, fo r it is more di ff icult to express the thoughts of the upper 
clas~3 es than those ot· the peasants;; i.t j s very seldom that they put 
their emotions into words. 
George Moo re spent his inf ancy and boyhood in J rele.no a nd hi. s 
youth in London but, a t t wenty-one he ~ent t o Paris an ~ remained there 
for ten years studying art and trying to peint. The lure of h is own 
l anguage ca l led h i~ and he returned to London to spend eleven year s 
of ha rd work a t writing . ~ hen he discovered he had e soul in harmony 
wi th the melancholy soul o f I reland whi ch drove h i m back to :0ublin 
and even f arther We st to his ancestral home in Laugh Gara in Mayo. 
There is no cl oubt out what his contribution as a novelist 
is infinitely greater than that as dramatist, but he did play an 
i mportant part in ~ett inF the dramatic moYement u nder way. Tn 18 86 
1?a~e 10 
appeared h is rtA' Drama in Musl:l.n'rwhich 1 ike ffJ:? arneJ. l s.nd His Islandn 
shows authority and insig-ht. After reading hi r:: "Impressions an d Opin-
ions" of 1891 G. R. Sims taunted him into vvr i ting "The Strike at 
Arlingford", a s a result of which the forme r lost a wager of one 
hundred pounds. The play was unoriginal. Lady Ann Travers is a more 
fortunate Hedda Gabler who accepts the p rotection of Cha.ncell or 
Brack a f ter her "Louberg-" in the person o f ,lohn Reid has turned labor 
agitator. The plot is logical BDd true t o huma.n nature, a.n c1 has its 
moments o t" intensity, blit tn e cl ialogue is wes.k. T t s performa.nc e and 
publication were unimportant, yet t .hey gave ~ 1 oore a position of 
slight authority on drams .• 
~he next year he collaborated with r iss Craigie in a little 
play ot· the I rving-Terry Company, "Journeys T~n d in Lover's Meeting. n 
The same year he wro t e nEsther Viaters" which with the assistance of 
Lenn ox ~obinson, be rewrote as drame. After he had thrown out the 
latter's work it \ve.s produced by the Stage Society in 1 912. I ike the 
novel, it was long, drawn out, undramatic but well written e.nd acted. 
In "Evelyn Innes" he became concerned with the beauty of the 
sub j ect a nd baclcground. l! lick Dean is the only wholly Irish character 
here. t:Yelyn is more Scotch than Irish because of her father. In 
s·pot s the writer showed an s.lrno st masterly style. n Sister Theresa" 
which foliowed this closely is even more un-Irish. However, he shows 
his Irish blood in nThe Untilled Field" a collection of short stories 
which were published in 1903 and in the "Memoirs o f Vy Dead Self" 
which tells ot· his wish to be h t:r i.ed. in T,oug-h li-a,el. '!'he characters 
in nThe Fntilled ::neld" and "The I1ake n are all the r.1ore remsrka ble 
when ''' e consider th[,_t bi s 1nterests have been alien to Ireltwd for 
many years. l t is easier to pe,)Dt in a back-ground of landscape that 
is remembered than to pict~re peo ple t hat were parted with in child-
hood .. Back in the days when he vtrot~t " A- Drama in I.Tuslin" it ¥.'a s 
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landlord. IrelB.nd o f which he was '-','riting, but at the period of 
""ehe trntilled "R"~ield" the control v,ras passing to the peasant nropri-
etor. 
To hearken back a f ew years, October 21 , 1901, saw the pro-
duction of ~'Diarmuid e nd 11ranilt11 by the Benson Company brought over 
rrom England. The Daily Express of October 22 says the house ~as crowd -
ed and representatives of the Gaelic League flooded the gallery 
which was friendly t o Moore and Yeats, who had collaborated with him. 
Neither of the authors was thoroughly satisfied, so the play was 
never published. There are various versions of thi s famous old le~end. 
Here :Diarmuid snd. 0.- rania do not spend their ltfe in exciting flight 
but settle do~m on a prosperous farm where he tends the sheep, and 
she lon~s for the society she has deserted and thinks more and more 
of 'il inn. When he a:ppears a truce is mad.e, but he 'becomes too friendly 
with his lost sweethea rt. She snd .J iarmuid qua:rrel and he goes forth 
to portended dee.th with their taunts in his ear s. The play closes with 
Ffinn comforting Granis. and the curtain falls *''on the so1j_ts.ry figure 
of Conan, the -pro-ohet o f evil chances, the scorner of high things, 
the pro~pter ot· f oul sugp-estj ons. " 
While this -ple.y VIas being writ ten there we.s much discussion 
in t he papers; t·or example, rumor had it that the plf:".y we s to be 
vrri tten in ~,rench, trs.ns lated to Bnglish, put i nto Trish and then 
retransla ted into Snglish by the concerted efforts of Woore, Yeats, 
Lady Gregory and Laigh O'Donoghue. J.heplay did not impress the critics 
as "aurpassinp:ly greatn and since IJady Gregory did " Grenia'' in 1~12 
it isn't likely to be rewritten. A quarrel with Yeats over this play 
partially wxplains why l:oore wrote no more for the Abbey althouG!'h 
he still remained interested in t he cause e nd eppea red on the first 
nights. Yeats and Ne;rtyn had been partj_culs.rly gla.cl of hi s collabor-
* Weygandt - I rish ~) lay s and 1? laywri ghts . 
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ation because of the prominence of his name as a novelist, a Moore 
of Hoare Hall, his sklll as..,parnphleteer, his capacity for arousing 
oppenents and his previous experience in training the actors of The 
Independent 'l'hes.tre. His "Ave, Salve Vale" is a wonderful description 
of the ~ r progress during this period. 
ri. e possessed one great dramatic power, an ability to change 
his ~oint of view with the characters hw was portraying, ~ ~~ a sensual 
exquisite himself he c8n identify sel f with people in ~hom the r e is 
nothina o-r himself but essential humanity common to manki.nd.'' A 
remarkable exam l}le of this is o J. a t8ther M.acTeirnan, a celibate by 
nature, who put aside his books as ministering to pride of intellect 
and sat with them by his side knitting socks f or the poor. Tt is this 
~ same ability, characteristic of the Gael, dramatic impersonation 
of all kinds of men in their varying moods, which makes him Ireland's 
greate~t novelist. A man who can express this identification with 
his subject in dialogue can, by mastering dramatic construction, be-
come a great dramatist. 
He freouentl~'l put his intimates into his work. When he pub-
lished his scenario of ",he Apostle 11 his ~; hrist ytls not he of the 
· Christian dream although he is distinct and realizable. He talks 
like iLE~ which is a curious example of !.Toore' s disciple-like e,tti-
tude toward A. E. 
liowever, *"his genius has been warped by the I rish mist", 
he has returned tb ~ngland and the Celtic episode is closea. 
*Weyganflt - I rish Plays an d Playwrip?:ht.s 
* Weyga.ndt - Irish Plays snd ,.,laywright.s 
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III. Willjam lutler Yeats. 
1f/illiam "3utler Yeat·s was the son of an em i nent a rtist, 
born and educHt ed in .Jublin and studied art in '·Ondon but spent 
muc h o f his youth with his p:-randparents in County c:: li ~So, 8Dd 
there and in t he West ceme under t h~spell of fairy l ore whi ch ever 
after a r±·ect ed b i s l i ±·e and work. rrhe Dublin Fni versi t y 'Review 
introduced him a s a poet when he was only nineteen year old • .He 
wrote in that periodical that the greatest of the earth have two 
aims, fgtherland a.nd song, and he cherished art with an ardor the.t 
was akin to patriotism. He set out to study e. rt but *"nature wanted 
him, sent him to library to read bad translations f rom Trish End 
into uonnau~ht to sit by t u rf fires." 
No poet so u sed the gifts of 0ountry, folkl ore an d look of 
country. Irish cond i tions, spiri t ual, intellectual and physic a l 
were the potters that moulded his life. ~ "He had waking dreams of 
his country's legendary past and f airy present born o f books of 
rna f2' ie. " It wa r: from his study of ms.gic that bis images, co l ors and 
rhythms su~vested th emselves *"but before he f ound the faint nervous 
rhythms be st. :t• itted to his poetr;y l?.nd 11ut H1\it the gray-greens and 
browns and s of t purples ~n d bright whites o f l ri sh landscape a nd the 
symbols f rom fa irylore and mythol ogy, he had pai d heed to certa in of 
the ~reat poets of his language to Spens~andBlake, to Shelley and 
Wm. lforri s." 
Yeats was eager for a national lrish literature in ~nglish in 
contrast to l.Jr. Douglas hyde who wanted lreland's literat -c;. re in its own 
language. In 189~ Yeats published '' The '.'i e.nderings of Oisin" from his 
contributions to the Irish Review which heralded the beginnin r of 
"'Weyganca l rish Pl ays ~:<nd :J laywrifhts 
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the l. iterary "Q e~i,ral. Jn t h is 7:e hsve t he st ory of ~aint. ps.tric~ 
and Oisin in an argument. l t is his most typically Trish poem based 
on legends abounding in Lyrical beauties *"plus the glamour of other 
worldliness." 
'l'he next ten years he spent in London where he we- s one of the 
Irish contingent of the Hhymer' s Club e.l.ong with :r.ionel ,~ ohnson e.nd 
John fodhunter. ue was influenced to try his hand at s t ories a nd we 
hav.e as a result "John - -~ berms." ~md 11 Dhoys." which P. ppeareo_ in 1891. 
t'he following year saw the publication of his first drama "The 
Countess Cathleen. '' 
Previously he had devoted his happy moments to l yri c poetry 
bu t at thirty- fou~ he abandoned i t and turned to drama. At first he 
pondered on t he ~nglish morality, th e effects of Greek tragedy, then 
on •raeterlinck and Ibsen. Nevertheless, he could not entirely live 
dovm h is l yric a l tendencies for in 1898 he published "The C ~; l t ic 
Twilight~', im 1897 "The Secret ~ose", and in 1899 "The Wind Among 
t he Reeds". The my s tic leanings of the mage v.1ere strong in the first 
t wo but the limit was reached in the last. rlere his verse is purified 
and chastened, displaying an economy of words which makes the poetry 
· inhumanly abstract but in the subtleness of its beauty it displays 
great charm. Nine years later the hand press of his sister printed 
a collected edition of his verse a nd booklets of pro s e. His later 
verse has been on the contemparary ~rish li f e, is less remote but 
still~bscure. His imaginat i on insists on returning to the scenes 
and passions of his earliest inspiration. 
"The Countess Cathleen" was one of the first plays of the 
Irish Literary Theatre. It is the story of two evil spirits who bUJ .. 
the soul~ of men during a famine. Countess Ca thleen offers her wealth 
to save her people and after the demons have stolen her property she 
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agrees to sell her soul t o rede em t hose of her people and gain 
them a livelihood. She dies of Frief at the sacrifice of her soul 
but it was carried up to heaven. No previous dra.ma. heel been so endued 
with the spirit of the race so subtly and beautiful)y steeped in 
national dyes. It was built upon purely native tradition of thought 
a nd sent iment and sprang from long broodings upon the character of 
the Irish people and history. 
There were those who charged the play with being blasphe-
mous and unpatriotic becau s e of the S.le.nguage of the demons, th e 
fact that sacred objects were treated with irreverence and that an 
Irish woman would sell her soul to the devil. Si nce that time, i t s 
worst enemies have realiz-ed the un fai rness of critic i sm and t he 
play s t ands on i t s own merits. Many,however, bewail the fact that a 
play 'Na.s made from t he mater ia l o f an exquisite poe1p. 
There is no greater lyric poetry in all Yeats than in 
"The Land of tl.eart' s Desire", staged at the Avenue Theatre in IJondon 
in 1894 and first played in Americ a in 1901, as a curtain raiser 
to "In a Balcony". It is probably his most frequently performed play. 
The story goes es follovts: Mary Bruin, a young bride, hears of the 
dangers from the faU-ies on mitlsummer's eve. Heedless of warnings, 
she has given food and fire to stran~ers. Charmed by the singing of 
a child who cannot bear the si ght of a cruci f ix, her spirit is lured 
away and her husband is left v.'i th her deacl body. 
This drama dls symbo l ica.l and possesses great beauty of 
line and execut ion. Before i t s _evision in 1912 i t was a prolonged 
delight to the ear and although some o f t his ouality was lost,yet 
a wealth of poetry rem~dns . The theme is the "nostalgia for the 
Beyona" a f t er having a glimpse, in a vision, of the world o~ spirit. 
F. H. O'Donnell calls it na.nother burles nu e o f th e Irish-
I -r-±-$+1-Ca t h o l ic r eligion, insti nc t with dechri. s t i.an i zationu. 
He cit es the r e~o val of the crucifix by Fa ther Ha rt a s 
" b l asphemous t '·:addl e " a l thou gh this is bu t par t of a series of 
pre1~o n ition s anno u nci ng t he ap9roac h o f superna tural even t s . 
L~ t er c r i ti c s , if they have cr i t i ci z ed the play , have , a t 
leas t, made int e llig ent ob jec tions. The whol e pJ.G,y.} 11 embod i (:S 
2. 1.r i]_ cl 5 'ltan ton, 118.{!3.11 ·;wad that Christianity lJ<=ts never tam.ed 11 • 
"C8.th l een n i Houlillc=m " \"! C, S the COl!tl)c:tnion rde e;e t o A. E 's 
"Dei r rJ re 11 ':'!hen Fay in2..u g u ra t ed the second phase of the 
t heatre i n 1902 . In dedic.:d ing "Plays for an I rish The8. tre 11 
t o L~~Y Grego ry, Ye a t s tells u s the p lay nas t he re s ult cf a 
dTe2.m i n vrh ich ap) eared a n old v,·o::m n 1.7ho wa s I reland herse lf. 
He cou l d perfe~ t ly v isualiz e the play b ut wa s unable to g et 
w.vay fr om verse so Lady Greg ory sup~;- li ed l-1 i m with the country 
s r)eech fj:' O l'~l the Galway l1eC.l,Sant r y . 
Th e 1i llane' s a r e p reparing for the ~arri age of a s on, 
~.Ii c hae l , when 2, wa n old 1.voman craving hos p i t <:-\ li ty enters . 
Sile :::ere uses lli chael by the rec i te. l of 1.en ~·th o hD.v e d i ed for 
her 2..nd de)arts si nging . The French sl1 i:;)s a r r iv e in the bay 
and Michae l, fa~ily t i es for g otten, reso lves t o serve 
Ca t h l een , wh o i s the spiri t of Ireland r evita li zed . One o:f 
the s ons comes in a nd r eport s tha t n o o ld woman but a 
beautifu l young g irl jus t l e ft the h ou s e. 
Of Ye2. ts pJ<:ws , this on e has been p rod u c ed i n Ir e l and 
mo T(~ f 1·e·c_:uently tha n a ny o ther and n eve r fai l s to touch the 
audi tmce . It i s ~ruch ~o re e f fecti ve on the sta~ e t han when 
1·ead . I t is ch;.'..rced with the SIJirit. of pa t:.dotism and 
a'n <~.kens memor ie s o:f t he pas s i ons and so rrO''iS of I 1·elancl 1 s pa :: t-.• 
At the f iret ~) e rf' o r !1ance Ha1).de 3-onne h ad the t itl e :: ' ol e . 
Pa... , e.. 11 
Her personality *"lent a particular significance to this 
poetization of a political history with which she was so intimately 
and passionately associa t ed". Yeats said, "Her great height 
made Cathleen seem a divine being fallen into our mortal 
infirmity. It was a fine thing for so beautifu l a woman to 
consent to play my poor old Cathleen, and she played it with 
nobility and tragic power". Here the Fays had occasion to 
interpret a play in a folk manner. To do so the players mus t 
have a knowledge of the awkwardness and stillness of the body 
of the peasantry and not be ashamed to display it. This 
collaboration of Yeats and Gregory crystallized the tradition of 
acting which the Fays gave to the dramatic movement. 
"Where There is Nothing" of 1903 was another colla.bora tion . 
It was produced by the London Stage Society and never became a part 
of the Abbey repertory. It was rewritten by Gregory as "The 
Unicorn from the Stars" and in the preface to this Yeats claims 
that his u1ay was written to prevent plagiarism. It is not 
intelligible to the ordinary man. 
Paul Ruttledge abandons money and position to join some 
tinkers. He falls ill and, while in a monastery, ' the mystic 
in him is aroused and he ij oins the ord r o s e A ch f or the 
Nirvana (where there is nothing there is God). He arouses 
his brethern in the monastery to religious anarchy and is 
ejected by the superior when he espouses "mystical iconoclasm", 
:tn the end he falls victim to the peasantry of the surrounding 
country. 
The first three acts have their bas is in ~very day life and 
thus add to the fantasy of the last two. In Gregory's play this 
contrast is lacking and the elements of intellectual and 
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spiritual revolt are lost in the convention of a three act drama e 
" The Pot of a Broth " is but a curtain raiser and was played 
a $ s uch in the secondfo eason of Fay 's company. Although 
published under his nHme this is cel'tainly more than half Lady 
Gregory's and is Ye ats ' one attempt at pure farce . A beggar 
persuades a woman to give him the materials fol"' a br•oth Vlfhile 
maki~g her believe it is produced by a magic stone wh i ch he 
presents to here Because of the broad comedy of its dialogue 
W. GQ Fay , playing the tramp , made of it a huge success. 
"The Hour Glass'' , which first appeared as a prose play 
but was later rewritten in verse , is based on e folk story which 
had attracted Yeats five years befol"e .. One might almost call 
it a mol"' ali ty play in which the Wiseman represents science , the 
Fool intuition an~the Pupils\the common herd . The Wiseman 
spent his life in a denial of the invisible world in spite of 
premonitions to the contrary . His~upils bring passages to him 
which he explains. Finally the Angel ap ears to him and warns him 
that Death wil l come to him when the sand of the hour glass has 
run out unless he can find one soul who will refute his doctrines. 
He is too late , fo r death is upon him when Teigue the Fool 
confesses his faith . Then he realizes that in submission to God 
is true wisdom .. 
The later edition is one of the most remarkable moralities 
of modern literature ~ The spirit of that form is perfect and the 
beauty of the revision adds force by which the fable is\nade 
more convinc ing structually e A purity of style is revealed 
unlike any of his other plays and there is present a clarity 
of v i sion and symmetry of langunge. He has gained the maximum 
poetic effect plus a minimum verbal ornamentation . 
The stage success of "The Shadowy Waters " has been slight , 
but it has been preserved because of its poetic qualities . 
.P <t1 ~ I? 
It was produced, by accident, when the author was in Amer>ica 
and was later r ewritten. The second version was also in verse 
but contained too many concessions to stage ex igencies. It had 
its inception in a boyish escapade when he set out to find 
"what sea-birds began to stir before dawn". He wanted those cues 
for a play fifteen years later. 
Forgael sails for three months guided by the sea-birds in 
quest of his ideal. Because they find no plunder the crew rebel 
and ask Ailiric to captain them but his loyalty restrains hini. 
A ship is sighted and captured. On it is Queen Dectora who is 
imprisoned b~t Forgael is disappointed that the fates have given 
'him a mortal woman and he provokes her v•rath. She demands his 
death but is charmed by his harp playing and realizes that she 
loves him. She pleads that they return together, but his vision 
urges him on and he resolves to leave her to Ailiric. Noting 
his noble purpose, she cuts the rope that binds their ships and lets 
the others depart. They are united in the timeless region of 
immortality. 
This drama belongs to the heroic age and is t h e product Ofi a 
genius that is fPiritual and romantic. The plot counts for noth ing, 
the characters have only the outer s emblances of men and are 
symbols that enclose a mood. The idealism is intangible and 
*"passes into a luminous mist of sentimental longing". 
"On Baile's Strand" is very much like Lady Gregot~y•s 
11 Cuchulain of Miurthemne" . It is the story of the duel between 
Aoife 1 s son and his unknown father Cuchula in. Yeats had 
previously written a poem on this subject in which the father 
learns his son 1 s identity from his dying 11 ns • . He has exl1ibi ted 
greater poignancy in the play, for a blind beggar and a fool 
comment during the struggle, like a Greek chorus, and through 
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them the father learns t h e truth and rushes out to die in the 
waves while they chatter on. 
Yeats personality is stamped on this play by the loveliness 
of the lines and the Characteristic role assigned to simpletons, 
mouthpieces of fate. The story is intensely dramatic and 
contains great blank verse that is truly dramatic speech. It is one 
of the most finished contributions to the Abbey reperto1•y. 
"The King 's Threshold" was produced in Dublin by the Fays 
before the regular theatre was secured. Officials and ecclesiatics 
succeed in ousting Seanchan from the King's table , the place 
allotted to the poet in court. He resolves to take revenge 
by starving on his majesty 's threshold and so bring a curse upon 
him . Various people try to dissuade him and the King finally offers 
him his crown but Seanchan returns it after he has shown him that 
his kingship depends on the goodwill of a poet. Having vindicated 
his kind, he renounces the symbol of royalty. 
This seemed almost to be a play with a purpose. It came 
at a time when "hypersensitive patriotism" was waging a campaign 
against Synge, and he wrote this as Synge's sponsor and in 
behalf of his own offences. Here he givesthe critics an 
answer as to the proper relation between the poet and the nation . 
The love story of Deirdre and Naisi has been retold by 
many Irish poets . A. E. had written a prose version for the 
Fays in 1902 and in 1906 Yeat 1s play was given to the public, 
Frank Fay again playing the leading role. Four years later 
Synge's posthumous "Deirdre of the Sorrows" was published which 
has proved to be the greatest of them all. Yeats did not include 
the whole story, the lovers 1 flight to Alba, their sojou1•n the :r·e and 
the incident wh ich caused Naisi 1s return. He chose the last act, 
the arrival of Deirdre and Naisi at the palace of Conchubar. 
The scene opens with the chorus of musicians and Fergus as 
interlocutor. He had brought the lovers back to Conchubar after 
guaranteeing the good intentions of the king although they 
suspected his revenge behind the invitation. The conversation 
between the musicians and Conchubar gives the exposition while 
the chorus supplies the mood of tension and expectancy and, by 
forboding, prepares us for the treachery of the king who makes '.l.s e 
of Fergus' friendship for Naisi to lure him into his power. Only 
Deirdre's renunciation of her lover can save him. She does not 
falter but he forbids it and so is murdered. She feigns affection 
for the king in oPder to get behind the curtain where he r lover 
lies and kills herself. 
The inherent passion and tragedy of this "sorrow of stor>y-
telling11 gives a grip and poignancy which Yeats frequently lacks. 
The human qualities h~re are not so much his as the natural 
element in the epic literature of Gaelic I re ilnd . It is an 
advance on his earlier poetic plays for it begins with a 
oris is and thus escapes the nerveless lack of acti·on which makes 
many of his dramas ineffective on the stage. Synge's rendering 
of this same theme puts Yeats far in the back-g~ound. 
"The Golden Helmet" was produced at the Abbey in 1908. 
Two years later it was revised under the title of "The Green 
Helmet". It is a heroic farce in ballad meter, its bas is is "The 
Feast of Briucriu included in Gregory's "Cuchulain of Muirthemne". 
The Red Man, a spirit from the sea, puts cowardice on Connal. 
Cuchulain alone can resist him and receives the "Golden Helmet" 
as his reward. This gives him heroic supremacy the manifestations 
of which become the material of Gaelic epic. The ancient bards 
made the figures divine o)L-semi-divine, but "The Green Helmet" 
divests the heroes of supernatural attribu\:-es. Humor changesT~e. 
atmosphere and satire is the result. 
POl <1 1.-'l..--
Later Yeats became interested in producing an Anglo-Irish Noh 
play. In 1917 he published his first play in the Japanese 
manner, "At the Hawk f We ll" . He said he had discovered his error; 
he had employed a modern theatre while to be effective the thea tre 
must be the ancient theatre,- for example, the unrolling of the 
carpet, the stage ma·r'ked off by sticks or a screen set against a 
wall~·:,:· J:m :hnis play;~ the ~aetors were masked against a screen and 
described the landscape or events, their movements accompanied 
by 8 drum, a gong, a zither, or a flut e . The stage was a 
platform and the audience sat on three sides, the movements were 
based on those of puR_Pets and there was singing and dancing 
alternating with speed.h. "At the Hawk's Well" represents the 
fulfilling of his promise to complete the life of Cuchu~ain; it is 
episode one. 
Two other Noh. plays appeared "The Dreaming of the Bones" and 
"The Only Jealousy of Emer". The latte i a subtle, te , ous 
drama which takes place in a fisher hut whl t h ,r· the dead body of 
Cuchulain is brought. His wife, Emer , summoned his mia tress, 
Eithne Inguba, to call him back to life by her love. Cuchulain 
can be restored to this world only by Emer's renunciation of hope 
of reconciliation. The Noh form is almost perfectly adapted to the 
suggestive beauty of Yeats. The convention of the movement and the 
gestures of the Noh performers heighten effects impossible on the 
ordinary stage. In "The Dreaming of the Bones" the exotic 
movement hampers the national theme. It is the story of a man who 
escapes the Dublin Rising of 1916 and meets the shades of Dermot and 
Devorgilla whose love betrayed Ireland. It is moving and 
beautiful and might be a counterpart to "Cathleen ni Houlihan'' whi le, 
as all Noh plays are, it is but a creature of mood. Yeats says these 
are not a passing phase of expe1•imental effort but a definite revolt 
\ ~ ,-e ?, 
agains t stage mechanism. However, I do not believe that clear 
drama is restored to dignity by the negation of material frame-
work of existence. 
Some critics say that Yeats' true realm is in poetry, that his 
pla ys have been made dramatically effective only at the expense 
of his vers e . This fact is unimpoetant. True poetic drama is the 
maximum poet ic e f fect p :!_us the maximum dramatic significance 
and the proportions must balance. His early plays were so 
endowed with the former that harmony w s o ta e d only when t he 
latter was introduced, the result being less exquisite poems but 
more beautiful poetic dramas. 
The Irish Theatre owes much to Yeats in ~bte of the theory 
that his efforts have been useless. Without him, there would have 
been no Synge, nor would we have had Lady Gregory had there been 
no Abbey Theater. No standards would have existed and the d r amas 
of the young men of Cork and Belfast would have been written 
differently. 
It is true that the dramatists of the revival are not his 
literary disciples, he is an isolated figure. His interest lay in 
the speaking of verse, the plastic beauty of dramatic art, whi le the 
Abbey is associated with folk dramas and prose fantasies in the 
manner of Dunsany. His contribution is a long and conscious 
propaganda for artistic freedom, a complete devotion to the cause 
of national drama resulting in the foundation of an i nstitution 
unique in the English speaking world. *''This should stay the 
tears of those who weep for the last poet". He has earned the title 
to rank with the first poetic dramatists of today. His reputation 
is not a passing enthusiasm for he has found an audience increasingly 
able to enj oy good drama, whether in prose or verse. His personal 
contribution is valuable and his influence has created conditions 
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propitious to the realization of his wider purposes, for the play 
that is literature has found a public . 
IV John Millington Synge . 
John Millington Synge was born south of Dublin 
and was the youngest of a family of eight·. He was a 
delicate lad ; so he studied with a tutor almost con-
tinually until he entered college. He was interested 
i n natural history from boyhood and spent many hours 
rambling alone in the country. His taste for music 
d isplayed itself a little later , whi~e his third inter-
est was centered on languages ; Gaelic , Hebrew and mod-
ern . The biblical grandeur of some of his writings may 
be traced to t he beauties of Hebrew literature . He had 
intended to train for a musician and spent t h irteen 
months in Germany studying the violin, where he attended 
the peasant theatre of Ludwig Anzenguibleer and wandered 
i n the Harz mountains studying the folk lore of the moun-
tain people . Thence he went to France to study literary 
criticism, but here he met Yeats who persuaded him to re-
turn to Ireland and seek material in the world of men . 
He spent six weeks in the Aran Islands and wrote a book 
by that title before he p~blished any plays, although it 
did not appear until 1907. His vagabondage was at an 
end , for in the mountains of Wicklow and the western 
islands he found materials for his future writings . His 
sympathies had been increased by his continental experi-
ence and his ears sharpened by the sounds oT different 
languages so that he was able to see manifestations of 
peasant life in the idiom of the people. He brought to 
peasant Ireland a mind stored with foreign impressions and 
European culture 
but his national traditions had been preserved by his 
knowledge of Gaelic. 
He consecrated his brief career to peasant Ireland . 
The folk realism was not a departure from Yeats'ideals 
for he had said plays should tell the people of their 
ovm life{~ "or of that life of poetry where every man 
can see his own image because there alone does human 
nature escape from arbitrary conditions". These words 
were an invitation to peasant drama and his championship 
of Synge lent acquiescence. Synge's classic genius gives 
peasant drama prestige. 
"In the Shadow of a Glen'' made its debut at Moles-
worth Hall, Dublin, in 1903, along with Yeats' "The King's 
Threshold", and was greeted with hissing and repudiated 
as a slander of Irish womanhood. Nevertheless it has 
been played in England, in America and also in a Czech 
version. Dan Burke feigns death to test the fidelity 
of his wife Nora. He overhears a conversation between 
her and a tramp and when she leaves frightens the tramp. 
Nora returns with Michael Dara and they discuss their 
marriage plans. Suddenly he jumps up and drives Dara 
away. Nora seeks the open road with the tramp and Dan 
and Michael make up over a drink of whisky. 
The plot of this was legendary but the story was 
told him by Pat Doran and he has recounted it in "The 
Aran Islands". It is a Syngesque combination of s-ym-
bolism and realism. He did not write it as he was charged, 
J 
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"to barter away the unimpeachable chasti t y o:f I ri sh home 
life " although we may read into it a criticism of the 
dowry system or loveless marriages. Nora is the s-ymbol 
of' vigorous womanhood .mated for property with an old man 
and she seeks freedom . 
"Riders to the Sea" and "Deirdre of the Sorrows" are 
Synge's only plays that pass the muster of all races a nd 
creeds . T'ne former has been played in Ireland and all 
English speaking countries . The play is teeming with 
subt le , stark realism and expectant awe . Maurya , who 
t ypif es t he women of the island , and who has lost her 
husband and four sons to the s ea ent ers . She is a lonely 
figure as ma J estic as the sea itself . She is wai ting for 
the news of her f l rth boy when his c lothes are brought in 
by the priest . In vain, she tries to pr·event the depar-
ture of Bartley in a storm, but he is insistent . Later 
his body is also carried in while the women sing the 
caoin , a death lament. The song dies away in a terrible 
key of resignation. 
The play is a perfect bit with the inevitability or 
a Greek tragedy emphasizing the approaching fate of her 
last son. The binding of diverse e lements , the realism 
of the cottage , the kn wledge of Aran customs, the phras-
i.ng of the speeches and t he diapason of h e c aoin render 
it flawless . Synge describes it as the cry of p a in in 
which "The inner consciousness of the people seems to lay 
itself bare for an instant and to reveal the mood of beings 
who feel their isolation in the face of a universe that 
wars upon them with wind and sea." The :fatalism here is 
distinctly pagan , a mystical sense of doom pervades, 
death passes through and purifies the whole. 
Masefield says that 11 The Tinkers Wedding 11 is Synge's 
first attempt at dr amatic writing, it is an elaboration 
of an anecdote in his Wicklow notes . It has never been 
played in Ireland and was not favorably received in 
London. Technically it is poor and offends the aesthetic 
tastes of certain people. He has been accused of atheism 
and anticlericalism but this is untrue; he is but indulg-
i ng in that sardonic humo of his for which the irrever-
ences of the life of the r oads s-q.pply such r ich material. 
The play follows the legend too closely to be successful 
drama . 
Sarah Casey and Michael Byrne persuade a priest to 
marry them for a bit of gold and a tin can . Michael's 
mother departs with the can and sells it for a drink . 
Act II represents the tinker family preparing for the 
wedding . The bride is astonished to find three empty 
bottles where she expected the can. The priest refuses 
to marry them and the three tinkers attack him. Michael 
gags him and ties him in a sack and threatens to throw 
him into the bog-hole. They free him after he h as prom-
ised not to report to the police and he frightens them 
away with Latin maledictions and remains the master of the 
situation . 
Synge abandons the one act play for the three act 
i n 11 The Well of the Saints 11 and here shows complete con-
trol of dramatic medium. The source is not explained 
in his no tes but certainly has a un i versality of' ap>eal . 
Martin and Mary Doul , two worn-out blind beggars , are 
sensitive to the beauties of the world of their imagina-
tion . A saint cures them with water from a well , their 
illusions are gone , they see and speak clearly, their 
friends are insulted and they are miserable. Darkness 
comes ere the saint returns and Martin knocks the holy 
water from his hand . 
This is the .only play to express Celtic revolt against 
despotism of fact , the refusal to accept reality in place 
of the dream world . The symbolism is Yeatsian but the 
latter was unable to inject grim humor and realistic 
irony into a miracle story. I t is hot t rue to life in 
· a Catholic village for the healed blind would have ex-
perienced temporary social prominence and no Irish Ca tholic 
would have dared to cast aside holy water offered by a 
priest . The play has been p1•oduced in I reland, England , 
America , in 1/Iax .Reinhardt's Theatre in 1906 and in Munich 
in 1908 . 
Perhaps the most notorious play of the Irish Theatre 
is "The Playboy of the Vvestern World". Synge, who was 
naturally a "drifting silent man 11 averse to discussion , ·~· 
aloof from the controversies and activities of literature 
in the making" by the irony of fate was precipitated into 
a hot-bed of discussion, by "In the Shadow of t 9 Glen" ~ 
"The Tinkers 1 Wedding" and "T'ne Playboy;' Pegeen . 
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Mike , left in her father's saloon by her lover who 
would not stay with her unchaperoned , is entertai ned 
by Christy Mahon , who boasts of having killed his f a -
ther . They fall in love. 'While he is competing suc-
cessfully in some races , his father,whom he had only 
stunned arrives in search of h im . His br agging shown 
I 
up , instead of submitting to the inevi t able he strikes 
back and tries to murder the old man . Everyone turns 
against him and they are driven from the village. 
~~en this play was first produced it was called the 
"famous libel on Irelandn yet who is Ireland that she 
should not be libelled , as are other countries~ by their 
great comedians ? Many charges were made against this 
play : it was immoral and unpa t riotic , and upheld pat-
ricide. In addition no Irish man or woman would admire 
Christy Mahon. Strenuous efforts were made to have the f'r-d' 
i c)__tf""-J 
license to give the pla~r revoked for the Imperial Palace \. ~~----' 
'· } .·t.'"'·,""'-.it .... 
was called in to the theatre . Yeats by refusing to with- / 
draw the play rendered service t o Synge and the world at 
large . The play was banned in Irish towns and denounced 
by the press , and because of propaganda the players were 
arrested in Philadelphia on the grounds of appearing in 
a play that was "obscene , indecent and sacrilegious." 
However , the matter was settled and the play cont i nued . 
This notoriety brought fame t o Synge and the Irish play-
ers and the noise gave his admirers a chance of vindicat-
ing him among the educated of all races . Great credit is 
due to Yeats who did not fear the hatred of t h os e vn1o 
might help the dramatic revival and was not afr aid to aid 
a rival . 
As recently as 1921 , the play has been produced in 
England. The English audience enjoy it but take it 
solemnly and do not see the huoor which is sardonic. 
Synge says the test of serious drama is the "degree in 
which it gives the nourishn,ent , not very easy to define , 
on which our imagination lives . " "The Playboy" does 
this and has lived on , for I noticed that it was given 
by a large college dramatic society in March, 1927 . 
The imagination and verbal qualities of this play 
ar e its charm, the language is a perfect complement of 
the emotional intensity . We would have to search far to 
find poetry as pure as that in the love passages between 
Christ~ and Pegeen. The altercations between the rivals 
are as vigorous and picturesque as Elizabethan poetry . 
Synge is a literary master , he moulds the raw mat erial 
to the impulse of his imagination and gives us a perfect 
harmony of thought and phrase , a vision colored with 
Gaelic conception and spirit . 
"Deirdre of' the Sorrows " is Synge 's swan-son. He 
wrote it while he was dying and it bears his conviction 
that "death is a poor untidy thing at best tho ' it's a 
queen that dies". In spite of that , it is the story of 
Deirdre 's triumph over death , gladness despite threaten-
i ng gloom. From the lips of Deirdre he tells what life 
meant to him: "It should be a sv1eet thing to have what 
is bes t and richest if' it ' s for a short space only . " 
Deirdre was produced at the Abbey in 1910. Like 
A. E. he gives us t he three dramatic· episode in the 
life of Deirdi'e and Naisi. His Deirdre is no legend-
ary figure but a wild passionate woman fighting f or 
life and love. The serenity of Naisi and Deirdre 
looking back upon their "seven years of love without 
a flaw , then loneliness" is a master-str oke. This 
promises to be the greatest modern version and makes 
the othe rs poor by contrast. It is a foretaste of what 
Synge might have meant to the Irish drama . When he 
realized his own epic power he most surely would have 
turned to legends. His successors h ave a o ted his 
form but they lack the subtle essence with which he 
made the real and ideal one . 
He possessed a sardonic humor which savoured of 
utter disil lusionment and this is a totally un-Irish 
element . Technically, he possessed a certain love of 
the melodrama. The Gael's native imaginativenes s , in-
tense love of nature and admiration of all physical 
beauty were strongly present . He was able to uni-
ve rsalize his Irish subjects , but concentrated his 
national culture , thus blending his continental art 
with his Irish observation . His i~~ens e popularity was 
caused by the s c andal that was aroused , the political 
sectarian exploitation, the love of Irish color and 
his true literary gift. 
V George Rus sell--A.E. 
Although George Russell did not contribute much to 
the Abbey repertory yet no account of the theatre is com-
plete without mention of him. In fact , it was difficult 
to fi nd the foreshadowings of a playwright in this mysti-
cal poet and those who knew his verse s were completely 
astounded when "Deirdre" appeared . A. E . was an ardent 
Nationalist and was asked by .Cumann nan Gaedheal for a 
play for the Spring .Festival of 1902 by the Irish Nation-
al Dramatic Company . He blocked the play out in six 
hours and it was ready for rehearsal in three days . 
He was one of the beginners of the Irish Literary 
Revival and gave the credit for it to Standish O'Grady 
I 
for furnishing the stimulus in his "Heroic Period" and 
"Cuchulain and His Contemporaries" of 1878-80. A. E~ 
himself , however , was one of the prime movers. He came 
up to Dublin as a boy to promote independence of thought. 
He seemed unable to read most English literature but 
voured that of the East. With a few other young men , he 
founded the Hermetic Society where every mystic from the 
Upanishods to Thomas Taylor was dis cussed . From studies 
of universal he turned to national and ancient folk lore . 
He was not proud of "Deirdre" which , while it contains a 
dramatic situation, is essentially decorative exalted 
prose and seldom dramatic speech . It leaves a memory of 
beautiful pictures and a feeling that somethi ng noble 
has passed your way. 
He has three main interests: economics , mysticism 
and literature. In "The Divine Watersn , a group of poems , 
the reader must content himself with the general drift , 
a lthough they are probably more definite to the ini tiat-
ed mystic. To him poetry is a high and holy thing, his 
religion he celebrates by singing to the universal spir-
it . He is the Irish Emerson and like his forerunner he 
holds that-l~ "the true poet gives men glimpses of the law 
of the universe, shows them circumstances as illusions, 
shows that nature in only a language to express the laws 
which are grand and beautiful; and lets them, by hi s 
songs into some of the realities". In h im, the human 
,. 
call is rare . His love s ongs come from t he peace , not 
t he passion , of love; the on ly passion in his verse is 
t hat of spiritual ecstasy . Only one fourth of his poems 
have a dominant human note and even these contain other 
worldliness . He is a pantheist , and mystical longing 
makes him weary of earth where union with the divine 
spirit is interrupted by the necessities of daily life. 
In his art he has command of form, melody, harmony 
and distinction. Each poem depends on a mood, thought, or 
dream that is immanent rather than fine phrasing; his 
poems are short , almost intimations, and the themes are 
i n tangible . The language is new and difficult, save to 
the mystic , yet he has found an audience and is regarded 
as oracular . by literally hundreds. · Puritanism flowed 
dee p into the mystic poetry of A. E.; poetry of the same 
strange quality and cold ecstasy as Puritanism in America . 
He was a star-eazer wandering on the mountains by night 
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whose spirit soared up to God . 
VI Padraic Colum 
Padraic Colum is knovm as "the dawn man 11 , for he 
typifies youth, youth who sees the world freshly, be-
cause he is i n teres ed in fundamentals that come from 
the beginning of things . Love of wandering, love of 
land , love of woman , and youth, these concern him. He 
came into the movement through "The Daughters of Erin" 
who were presenting pla";~rs and tableaux. in the Antient Con-
cert Rooms in 1900. These attracted him and he wrote to 
the secretary . of the organization sending him note 
copies of two plays which he had written in the late 
teens about "Children of Lir". Fay returned them de-
claring they were rubbish, and yet this same man be-
came stage~rnanager of the productions of the associa-
tion two years later. With Synge he helped to establish 
the folk-play traditions of the _Irish Theatre, yet in no 
way was he an imitator of Synge. He displayed originali-
ty before Synge's influence predominated . 
In 1902 in Dramatic Essays "The Kingdom of the 
Young" appeared and it has not been repeated. 
"Brol{en Soil" , which was later rewritten as "The 
Fiddler's House" was produced at the Abbey in 1903. Conn 
Hourican, the old fiddler longs for freedom from his 
peasant estate . His daughters are made the victims of 
his improvidence. Anne with the instinct of race keeps 
the house in order while Marie sJ~pathizes with her 
father. Finally they go forth to a wild life together. 
The play has no intricacies of external action, the 
plo t is slight and presents rather a-.-:- "psychological in-
terest of situ a tion presented by grouping of characters 
and motive " very much like Ibsen ' s "Doll 's House." The 
j 
contrast between the fiddler and his neighbors is great , 
the life of the rural community is portrayed by one who 
knows its heart and ha s had a glimpse into the soul of 
the people . The characters are drawn f rom the heart of the 
midlands but the struggle at the close is purely intellec-
tual . l ike that of Nora in "Doll ' s House ." 
No class of people wants · land so keenly as the Irish 
peasants. Their f a hers and grandf a thers saw the f1.elds 
they had f armed turned into pastures and they were taxed 
out of pl aces their improvements had made more valuable. 
The peasant loves h i s land more than his language , at 
heart even more than his church. The year of the produc-
tion of 11 The Land" saw the closing scene of the agrarian 
revolution when the peasant proprietorship was firmly 
established . In this play we have the heart of the move-
ment reveal ed from a side not usually opened to the 
casual ob s erver . 
Murtagh Casgar , an Irish farmer who believed in 
parental authorityJ loved the soil he had struggled for. 
This appeal is dead in his son Matt who threatens to 
migrate if his freed "'' s cur tailed . Tho f a ther succumbs 
· to the lure of the t1Sta tes ", Matt is egged on by a sweet-
heart who is a schoolteacher and desires culture , and they 
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de~art leavin g the farm to the younger ch ldren who are 
too stupid to risk independent acti Ola age and in-
efficiency ruin what generations struggled for and pr~ ­
served . 
The action is subtle , the incidents revealing plain-
l y the revolt of youth in Ireland against their elders. 
~~en Ireland should be rebuilding its rural society its 
brains have departed for industrial exploitation. It is 
the answer to the problem in the economic program of A. E. 
and his fellow-workers in the outline in "Cooperation and 
Nationality" the final words of which were "Did you ever 
think of the Irish nation that is waiting all this time 
to be born?" 
"Thomas Muskerry", of 1910, was written from an 
opposite angle. Thomas Muskerry , master of the Garris-
cowen Work-house is surr·ounded by parasitic relatives. 
His official ret irement i s hastened by those dependents 
whom he had befriended. He who had befriended others is 
l e ft in destitution and dies on a pauper ' s bed , his only 
friend is the blind piper whom he thought a man homeless 
and friendless . 
These three plays are Colum's greatest contr ibution 
to the Irish Theatre. They present a special aspect of 
rural life and h a ve common characteristics . The conflict 
is traceable to a family system involving the sacrifice of 
the individual . He has made no attempt at solution; he 
merely presents dramatic insight into the working of the 
f olk nature . He was born in the Irish midlands and the 
drama of existence has been presented to him in the terms 
of the peasantry-, E.is people;· he· has·--b1::1.t handed it on·. 
11 The 1liracle of the Corn" was first staged at the 
Abbey by "The Theatre of Ireland" i n 1908. The theme 
is the power of wistful, pleading, tender youth to soft-
en the heart of age. Aislinn may be but a symbol of youth 
returned to farmer Fardorrougha who had hardened his heart 
in famine time , the child brings back to him the soft 
heart of youth. 
11 The Destruction of the Hostel "promises much should 
Colum return to Gaelic literature, for its base is the he-
roic story of Ire land• It was not published but was per·-
formed by the pupils of Padraic Pearse at St . E~a's Col-
lege , Dublin in 1910 . It is based on "A'hitl.ey Stoke's 
translation of "The Destruction of the House of Da Dergan. 
In 1912 "The Desert", which was published in America 
II 
as "Mogu the Wanderer was issued to support a charge -of 
plagiarism and has since been revised. The setting is full 
of color of the East and is a clue to the au thor 1 s new 
orientation, for like Dunsaney he has become interested in 
Byzantine History. The play shows undeniable promise and 
is very similar to Knoblauch ' s "Kismet". 
His plays have disappeared from the repertory of the 
Irish Theatre with the early actors who gave it fame. 
Most of the newcomers have adopted the external fe a tures 
of Colum's r ealism and the superficial violences of Synge's 
verbal energy . That these two men prescribed two modes of 
"genre" comple te ly dissimilar is a testimony of the genius 
of each . We can expect nothing more from Coltrm, for al-
though he strenously preached against emigration he has 
taken up his abode in the United States and we have no rea-
son to believe that he will ever return to work for his naD.-
... 
ive theetre . 
VII Lady Gregory . 
Lady Gregory's works were not a reve l ti on to · 
her own people for they had been brought up on them, read 
them in "Old Celtic Romances " of Joyc e or in the Cuchilain 
and Finn· :Stories of Standish James O' Grady . She has 
clarified and condensed them , omitted contradictions, has 
given them personality and a fair measure of freedom. Her 
Kiltartan Engl i sh lessens the dignity of the Cuchulain 
court stories , but the Finn cycle came from thatched hous es 
and it ~t least , gives the foreign flavor we so need in 
translations . Her prose works "Cuchulain of Muirthemne" 
. J 
1902 , "Poets and Dreamers" , 1@03, Gods and Fighting Men") 
1904 11 A Book of Saints and Wonders ", 1806 , 11 '1'1Je Kiltartan 
) 
!Vender Book , " and 11 The Kiltartan History Book" , of 1910, 
are certainly greater than her plays . She did not take to 
rama because of an overmastering impulse, but be caus e plays 
of pure comedy were needed as a foil to those of Yeate and~ 
Synge• Had she not turned to play writing she might have 
plumbed deeper 'i_nto modern Irish life for few know it as 
she does. It is true that she is at her best when merriest , 
yet it almost seems as if it were her intention to be 
successful in the quality f arthest removed from Yeats and 
Synge. 
"Seven Short Plays" contains that number of her inimi-
table farces . ns preading the News" is a tale of rumor ' s 
wild riot in Irish crowds. It is lightly sketched but 
true to Ireland , though there be some who claim the Irish 
are not so gossipy . "Hyacinth Halvey'' and "The Full 
Moon" belong together . The former is the story of a 
young man whose fame has preceded him . He arrives at a 
village with criminal intent but everything he does i s 
t wisted int o a noble ac t. "The Full Moon" , although a 
sequel , is inferior in construction . "The Jackdaw" 
again h as rumor as its mo-tive. The best t hing in it is the 
character of Mich\e l Cooney of the "seventh" gene ration ~ · 
Cooneys who trusted nobody , living or dead . Although he is 
caricatured , if she had employed the method of comedy 
instead of f ·rce it could have been made universal. "The 
1 ork-house Ward" is not much more than a dialogue between 
t wo old cronies in the work-house who whi le away the lonely 
hours by quarreling, ye t for nothing in the world would 
they be separated . It goes from wild farce to sentiment al 
comedy . "The Gaol Gate" reveals the effect of the 
imprisonment and subsequent death of an Irish lad who has 
J 
:ied f or a neighbor. upon his wife anctnother . It is fine ly 
conceived and exe cuted~t-"t.ingering in the mind as does the J .. 
keen rising from some bare grave -yard fronting the Atlantic". 
"A Traveling Man" is her little miracle of bringing Christ 
into th e modern peasant ho~e, a play of t ender and 
reconc iling beauty. 
"The Image 11 is an ambitious comedy, a departure from 
the stereotyped farce. Two whal es have been cast up on the 
coas t. The i1ihabitants spend their time speculating 
as to wha t they'll do with the money gained from the oil 
anddiscover too late that the oil has been drawn fr om one 
and that the other has been carried out to SP- a . This fail s 
to be convincing. 
"The Golden App[e possesses a mysticism like that o-{? 
Maeterlinck and is worthy of rank with "The Blue Bird " 
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-0edause of its humor , naivete, humanity and sincere faith 
in the fairy world . "The Story Brought by Saint Brigit 11 
is a religious theme , i t is not effective on the stage 
but reads beautifully . 
Her plays dealing with folk history are most convinc-
ing but least successful . In "Kincora" Brian, King of 
Munster receives Malachi , High King of Ireland to arrange 
' ~ 
peace terms . Two chieftains , who are opposed to the arran~- -­
ment by which the kings place themselves over the North and 
South respectively are defeated in the Battle of Glenmama. } 
The High King would condemn them but Brian champions them 
incited by Queen Garmleith whose brother and son are thus 
to die . Brian wins , g i ns the hand of the Queen who is 
a captured Dane and j o>ins the invasion which Brian defeats , 
at the same t i me losing his life . The play is melodramatic 
and incoherent , it has been drastically revised but a 
three act play seems out of Gregory' s scope. 
Her second folk tragedy is "Devorgilla" . Devorgilla.~ 
the Queen of Breffny, had brought the English to Ireland 
and is living secretly in an abbey . A passing minstrel 
who sings of her misdeeds is driven to the English camp 
by her servant . His bereaved widow reveals the queen 1 s 
identity at sports where she is the prize giver. They spurn 
her trophies and she recognizes the justice in their 
judgment. It was played at a time when t he Abbey had an 
English stage manager and exhibited the worst tricks of the 
English stage. The first performance was deplorable but 
the next week showed improvements . 
Her unacted"Grania" is her best folk-play . Grania 
was to marry Finn but prefers Diarmuid and flees wi th hime 
r<f1€_ 
For s even years he refuses to become her lover, then he breaks his · 
vows for one week. His charm for• her lay in his r esistance, !'or 
she now turns to the other conquests. Finn comes in the guise 
of a beggar, Diarmuid is killed, and Grania ret.urns to him. 
Her pride had suffered from Diarmuid 1s faithfulness to Finn 
which had kept him fr·om her. Here Lady Gregory has been 
accused of transforming a beautiful legend into t he plot of' a 
French novel. The influence of Synge is apparent for it has 
his rhythm i n its speeches. 
"The Deliverer'' is an allegory wh ich tells of the fat es of 
pat _ i ots like Parnell, "The Ctnlava.ns" is the story of Miller 
Ceaa 'Tan who tries to p r·ove h i ms e lf' a loyal subject of' Queen 
Elizabeth. Her arrival in Ireland is the mat e rial for farcical 
comedy. Beneath the play lies a rebuke of shoneen~sm in 
high places. 
11The White Cockade" is a precise, bitter satire. King 
James II retreated to Duncannon after the Battle of the Boyn~ 
l eaving Sarsf i eld and h is men : who had fought wi t h him 
agai~~t William of Orange. Sarsfield saves him when he comes 
upon a bar. d of Williamites, by impersonating the king and 
winning over the enemy. Still unmoved, James prepares t o flee 
and is ta ·~ en on board ship by French sailors, hidden in-· q cask. 
The soldiers of William open this cask. Brooding over this 
treachery, Sarsfield pulls out the feathers of a cockade, 
counting each an attribute of the monarch until the last 
!'esther falls at the word "thief". James is a thief, he has 
robbed his people of their honor yet the general will fight for 
his people. Equipped with a f Pesh cockade from the scattered 
emblems of his compatriots, he champions their cause. 
This treatment of a delicate and dangerous theme shows Lady 
Gregor y 's impartiality in t r eating perilous subjects. 
Lady Gregory provided the greatest laugh for the greatest 
number of people, hence her popularity. Many have emulated her 
buffoonery, minus her satire. She loves broad situations, her 
character·s are drawn on bold lines with s orne fundamental human 
quality, creatures exquisitely helpless, extravagantly simple, 
with none of the shrewd cunning prevalent elsewhere in I r eland. 
She has wrttten twenty-eight plays and twenty-five of thes e 
have been produced at the Abbey. She has been a director of the 
theatre, a biographer, a historian, a folk~orist, and a 
publicist. "Grania" her finest tragedy, has not been produced 
J 
when many inferior things have, but, for the last ten years, the 
k 
theatre seern~Jcompelled to lower its standards and ignore t he ,  
reason for i t s existence to the mentality of the public. 
Only one fourth of her works stand out, as he r far ces fade 
and she l acks imaginative power. She is successfu l where she can 
draw liiL from her surroundings, even her fai r y and wonder plays 
a r e drawn from life. Her dialogue is interesting, at times 
masterful, it contains little of high poetic quality, but has 
a rhythm all its own close t~actual talk. Her dialogue is her 
strongest point but talk _wont make a great play, much of her 
work is dull and tedious. 
Yeats, Synge and Gregory at her best have no positive 
successors among the new dramatists where farce, melodrama and 
cynicism rule. Time will probably produce new conceptions, 
political signs suggest this. Then farces will fade away and 
"Grania", "The Canavans", "The White Cockade", "The Gaol Gate", 
"The Workhouse Ward", and "The Rising of the Moon", will hold 
a permanent place. 
I 
VIII William Boyle 
' 
Lady Gregory and Wil1iam Boyle though by no means the 
greatest were, perhaps, the most popular wr•iters of the new 
regime. They were the link between the pioneers with which they 
were associated and the newcomers. Boyle wrote three and four act 
plays which were counterparts of Gregory's one-act sketches. 
He was not associated with the dramatic movement until 1905 but 
he was known as a. writer of verse and newspaper stories an~ad 
published collections of studies and lays. 
His first venture into the drama. was with "The Building Fund". 
Mrs • Grogan is approached by a. collector fo1• the church and 
refuses to give him anything. Her son Shan openly des ires her 
money, her grand-daughter Sheila more quietly. She makes her 
will and~eaves all her property to the church with the 
provision that the children may stay on the farm if Father 
Andrew will permit it. The presentation is serious and true 
yet full of wit a.nd~atire, it is not complimentary to Catholic 
Galway. It is comedy i n the Greek sense since the old lady 
) ) 
outwits circumstances\yet they in turn overwhelm Shan and Sheila. 
The plot is slight, the characterization excellent and the 
dialogue skillfully woven. His later plays are better technically. 
"The Eloquent Dempsey" is the story of an opportunist 
politician who straddles all the questions of .the day and is in 
the end betrayed by his own eloquence ,plus his wife. 
"The Mineral Wor,Jrers" is the account of an attempt of Irish 
Americans to arouse a community whos~e soil is rich in minerals. 
The variety of the characters and motives seems beyond the 
control of the author here. In 1907, Boyle seceded from the 
Irish Theatre as a protest against "The Playboy". 
~~ .e. 'i~ 
H returned in 1912 with "The Failing Family". This p lay shows 
no advance on kis other works, it is tiresome and artificial for 
there is an absence of any dramatic element. Boyle catered to 
facile success of popularity. The effect is deterioration in the 
quality of the plays at the Abbey. He encouraged the people in 
their desire to be amused by replacing the superficial violence 
of melodrama for the drama of character. 
I'}/ Lennox Rob ins on 
Lennox Robinson was born in Cork, the son of a 
clergyman. When they were but youngsters, he and Murray Corkery 
.. 
founded a local organization to produce their work and his 
"Lesson of Life" was staged but never published. Ins pired by a 
vis :i.t of the Abbey Company to the court when he was but twenty-two, 
he offered "The Clancy Name" to the Abbey and it was produced the 
same year. 
This is a better play than those which immediately follow. 
The Widow Clancy has paid off a debt of five years' standing , her 
name is honored and respected , and she desires to make a fine 
match for her son. He blurts out that he has killed a man and, 
against her wishes, goes forth to confess the crime. On the way, 
a car driven by a drunkard threatens the life of a child whom 
he saves by sacrificing his own life. He is brought home dying 
but the Clancy name has been saved. 
The next year saw the production of "The Cross Roads''. In 
Act 1 ,Ellen returns home so that her sister may have a chance 
in the city and to help her people. A match is made for her 
with a man she does'nt love but she seizes upon this as an 
opportunity to try out her ideas, that is she choses him for 
Ireland's sake. Act II takes place seven years later. Her boys 
are dead, she has failed on the farm, and lost her husband's 
respect but she has brought progress to her neighbors. Brian, a 
-w 
struggling young author from Dublin whom she -1 refused , retu1 .. ns 
and falls upon her husband. She rushes to protect him and 
refuses to leave with Brian. Her husband locks her in and leaves 
her, threatening to do his worst when he returns. It is a 
rather severe reading of Irish peasant life but is no brief 
against them. Robinson liked the Cork farmer and neither spares 
nor distorts him. Boyd says that this play is a series of 
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ridiculous, incoherent, violent, scenes , impossible t o believe. 
I do not share this opinion for it seems to me that is a powerful 
thesis directed at the loveless marriage and the possible 
disaster thus entailed. 
It is inconceivable that "The Harvest" was permitted in 
New York when "The Playboy" created such a frenzy. It violently 
attacks the system of education which sent the brains of the 
family to the city and left the farm to be manned by the eaklings. 
Of the six children of Tim Hurley~only Maurice remain ed with his 
father; the others educated as the school-master willed and at 
the expense of the home which they deserted, went forth to seek 
their fortune and became too pro~d to return to the "ditch out of 
which they were digged". In the end Tim burns the buildings for 
the insurance he has on them. This play is rather unconvincing,. 
the characterization is not unusual for the peoole are only 
pal!ms to win Robinson's game. 
With the appearance of "ratriots" in 1912 a turning point 
is marked in Robinson's career. "Patriots" is two edged satire; 
it cuts into the agitation of political leagues that is talk only, 
and censures the physical force party. It is not the motives but 
the wisdom that is satired. The theme is the revolt of the 
patriot who wants action not talk and the uselessness of his 
sacrifice. James Nugent is imprisoned for eighteen years for 
political murder. His daughter has been crippled by the mother's 
wanderings with him before her birth and her love for him has 
turned to hate. Time and a wronged w fe break him down and the 
play ends with his cry "I've killed a man, I've cr•ippled a child, 
I've got myself shut up for eighteen years--God knows what good 
came of it all--but--I meant--I tried''. 
"The Dreamers" of 1915 is a historical play dealing with the final 
episode in the life of Robert Emmet who was wholly devoted to 
. ... 'i - ~ 
Ireland and prepared to risk all. His followers were shiftless, 
worthle s s a n d dishonest, chiefly responsible for his failure 
and death. The play is well constructed and the tolerance shot.m 
a hallowed subject indicates the lessening of the political 
tens ion. 
"The White-headed Boy" of 1916 was a great success. It is the 
everyone is sacrificed. 
the pride of the family 
r. i ,. .. \ o' r"{ . . 
Ma~ie O'~f ,11 returned 
"""" 
and for whom story of a child who is 
; 
to p1ay Aunt ( .s -~ $ ) 
Ellen and when she olayed in London was supported by~llgood and a , , , 
Arthur Sinclair. The play reveals a perfect combination of form 
and content. The speech exhibits a natural drollery, the 
subject develops realistically and logically and contains no 
deliberately manufactured phrase and forced stagey situation. 
In 1918, Robinson in colloboration with Yeats, Stephens 
and Boyd launched the Dublin Drama League to produce plays of a 
kind that would never be a part of the Abbey repertory. He wa s 
secretary for the first year and gave his services ~s producer . 
A series of successful continental plays was given in I r eland for 
the first time . In the early days of its existence Robinson had 
been one of the managers of the Abbey but had later withdrawn. 
Then for a second time he became manager and pulled it out of the 
J 
rut into which it had subsided after its earlier players had left. 
The process of rehabilitation was checked by the military curfew 
law, for even t he prosperous theatres were p l aying at a loss. 
After the arn ~stice was signed he began again to tr.~ in a n ew 
company of players. The revival of activity was ushered in with 
"The Play Boy" and his "Crabbed Youth andAge'; a satir e i n one 
act which reveals a vivacious y oung mother who attracts th 
attention of all the young ment at the expense of her ill-
informed daughters. Tl).is is the best thing he has written , it is 
a little masterpiece. 
,. ·"' ' ' · 
P&1es-f . 
Robins on's "The Round Table'' was produced in 1922. ±t tells 
of Dais y Drennan, a hustling, hard, driving house-wife but at the 
s1onary who sees her activities remote from reality 
and goes forth to kiss life on the lips. This was not so great a 
commercial success as ''The White-headed Boy" but infinitely more 
subtle. 
Robinson began by writing somewhat lur•td melodrama, his work 
suggested impulse from the British. At the beginning he had no 
more in common with the founders than g~~~rvine bnt he · has '/ 
,.._ 
remained in Ireland and drawn his materials from Irish souPces. 
He has developed, and become more tolerant in his manner. If 
he continues to develop the Abbey may expect much from him. 
"Cravbed Youth nd Age" shows remarkable talent and it may be that 
Robinson will do his greatest work in "Comedy of Manners" which 
he has the ability to make satirical. 
10 Lord Dunsany 
Edward John Moreton Draxrlunkett , Lor~Dunsany, is the 
eighteenth baron of the third oldest family in Irish nobility . As 
a child he was allowed to read only the Bible , Grimm's and Anderson's 
fairy-tales and later the Greek world of the Olympians. The 
imagery and melody of the Greeks are reflected in his works, as is 
also the simplicity of style from the King James version, sheer 
limpid beauty, melodic charm. He was a man with imagination~'as 
elfish as moonlight mist 11 • 
~--Bjerstadt--Dunsany the Dramatist . ) 
Prior to 1909, Dunsany was known only to a limited public 
for three remarkable works 11 The Go d s of Pegana" , 1905 . "Time and 
the· Gods 11 , 1906 , "The Sword of Melleran", 1908. He invented his 
ovm mythology from a wealth of original fancy, created a hierarchy 
of gods, and made use of the fabulous orient for his drama. "A 
Dreamer's Tales" appeared in 1910 , "The Book of Wonder" in 1912 
and "Fifty-one Tales" in 1915 , the last is a vision of\l weird 
world peopled by men instead of gods as in the others . The element 
of the grotesque and horrible of these tales is unsurpassed even 
by Poe . The plays, however , are written in a different note. 
Great credit is due to Yeats for immediately recognizing Dunsany's 
genius . 
"The Glittering Gate" had its premiere at the Abeey in 1909. 
Jim and Bill , two criminals are facing the closed gate to the other 
world. Bill has brought his "old nutcracker 11 with him and opens 
the doors , but only the stars beyond are revealed. The idea 
behind the play is man and the gods in eternal conflict; man who 
breaks law on earth does so on the other side and a balance is thus 
achieved. The issue is not entirely clear, but it satisfies the 
law of suspense and surprise. The dialogue is excellent and the 
denouement masterly. The effectiveness of the play depends 
entirely on situation and dialogue, there is no personal conflict 
and lack of clarity mars the work. 
Two years later "King Argimenes and the Unknovm Warrior 11 was 
played at the Abbey . It is his first play in the native land of 
spirit . Act 1 finds King Argimenes working in ~ slave-field. He 
discovers the sword of an unknown warrior , makes a prayer to him and 
k ills the guard. Act 11 takes us to a room in the palace where 
King Darniak and his Queen receive a prophecy which they do not heed. 
The enemy enter with Argimenes at their head and he ascends the 
throne with the mien of true majesty. Act 1 is superior because 
of its unity and directness; the second is broken and fall s off' 
at the conclusion. Mr n is here opposed to man , the characterization 
and dialogue are cle v e r but the cons t ruction faulty . 
"The Gods of the Mountains" was first played at the Haymarket 
in\London. Thr 3e beggars who are joined by Agmar Slag, a thief , and 
another beggar decide to enter Kongyos and impersonate the gods of 
Marma. The inhabitants are partially deceived by them and Agmar 
terrifies the natives . vVhile the gods are seated on their thrones , 
the thief tells of the departure -of messenge r s to Marma. The messengers 
return and report that the g ods are missing and this causes the 
inhabitants to r eturn to ~ffer . sacrifices . With measured tread , the 
seven real goo s enter and turn the pretenders to stone. The play 
is gigantic in concept ion , its technique is almost perfect; the 
plot , unified and well cons t ructed , unfolds gradually; the character 
development is masterly and .1\ises to dramatic heigb.ts , and the climax 
is perfect. The plot advances to conclusion with utter inevitablity. 
The theme of "The Go1den Doom" is that , from a cosmic point of 
view , the king's crmvn and the child's hoop are of equal value. A 
l ittle boy and girl before the gate t6 the king's household in their 
play write a po em with gold. Prophets are called and interpret the 
'P•r-e. ~If 
writing as words of the gods and the King propitiates them with a 
crown. The children return and the boy takes the crovrn for the 
hoop he is seeking . The people believe the gods are now satisfied. 
Here we are viewing Childhood and Majesty in the mass, not 
individually. The play is brought to a triumphant conclusion and as 
a study of situation is a masterpiece; but from the dramatic 
point of view it is thin for it has no conflict but excels in beauty of 
expression~'The Lost Silk Hat~is the account of a dude who quarreled 
with his sweetheart and forgot his hat. He asks a laborer, a clerk and 
a poet in turn to get it but is finally forced to secure it for him-
self. There is great humor and power in the dialogue , but it is not 
~ drmatic although technically well done • 
• 
11 A Night at the Inn" resembles "The Gods of the Mountains"in 
t he wonder and horror of the effect . Toff and three sailors are 
hiding in an English inn, guarding a rub~· stolen from an idol 's 
forehe a d . By a ruse they kill one at a time the three priests of 
Klesh who pursue them . Klesh enters , steals back his ruby and from 
'1:iJ r.:./-wt.V\.- rl.v . ~~-
behind the scene a voice calls out the seamen one by one. 
,... 
The play is pure melodrama, the construction is magnificent 
with its rising forces and tremendous climax which pitches rapidly 
to its dtnouement . His plays are like those of an old hand in the 
mechanics of the stage. 
The year 1916 _saw the production of "The Queen ' s Enemies". 
The Queen has invited her enemies to feast with her in a banquet 
room under the Nile. They distrust her but come , eat and drink . 
She returns their captured possessions , then retires and, by letting 
in the waters, makes a sacrifice of them to old Father Nile . 
The character of the Queen is a mystery . How could so timid 
()... 
and gentle creature so cruelly murder? Is she a hypocrite? We 
;. 
have no indication. The end is a shock for the characterization is 
complete ly shat tered. Duns a n y say s the Que en is selfish i n the . ' s olu t e 
without any moral sense; she is no t revengeful but kills that which 
brings unpleasantness. The play is better suited for a story, it 
is one of his poorest plays but tells an interesting story dramatically. 
The action alone saves the piece. 
I can discover no evidence tha t 11 The Tents of the Arabs" has been 
produc ed. Two Arab camel drivers are sitting at the gates of the 
city bewailing their lot, that of guidJ.ng pi l grims over the desert . 
The king is bored with his council and the princess he is going 
to marry , and longs for the life of the desert. He determines to seek 
its solitude for a y ear and slips away on a camel. One year la t e r , 
whi le bidding farewell to his gypsy love, the king bemoans the fact 
that' he must return alone to his kingdom for she has refu s ed to go 
with him to his palace . While the people are waiting for the king , 
one of the camel drivers claims to be the sovereign, the real monarch 
acquiesces and he and his gypsy love return to the tents of the Arabs . 
It is a passionless but beautiful love story with perfect verse 
of delicate , subtle beauty, hardly a play. The theme is that kin gs 
are of little account, but the dreamer in his tent is greater for 
crowns tremble while dreams live on. The only real drama comes 
where Reb· Naib passes himself off as the king . Witchery of atmos-
phere, music of lines, beauty of thoughts, poetry and magic of 
expression make the play~ne. It is the least dramatic but 
most poetic of his plays. 
That ma n can not play with the inexorable forces of nature is the 
theme of "The Laughter of the Gods". The King of Karnas has moved 
hi.s : court te Thek to the joy of his men followers and the distress of 
the women. They incite their husbands to plot his return and bribe the 
gods to make a false prophecy. The prophet fo~ells the destruction of the 
city -within three days. All save one who is leaving the city hear the tune 
ot the lutes which brings death, but the player cannot be found. Three days 
have past and the plotters, believing the prophet will betray them, seek his 
execution. Suddenly with noise and tumult the city falls to the sound of the 
laughter of the gods. Each act leads to a crisis, the plaJ begins and ends 
on time and the characterizatiotl" is excellent. 
Dunsany is the only worthy successor to Yeats of the Irish Theatre. 
He has broken the tradition of peasant drama and written plays with poetry 
not concealed by the fact that his medium is prose. His mythological and 
inventive genius seem to place him outside the Irish School, tor he chOse 
Pegana and fabulous cities of Babylon instead of Ireland and its heroic f:igures, 
yet his adventures are as stirring as ~y Gaelic legend. His work is a part 
ol the rekindling of the flame for he has invested the world with the glow 
ot Celtic vision. 
XI _:la. t e r P laywr igh t s. 
Up to the present day, the later :playwrights have written 
_practically nothing that comes UlJ to the early standard s of the 
theatre, though there are a few in whom some hoge for the future 
rests. 
The work of Seumas O'Kelly vras recognized elsewhere before it 
was accepted at the Abbey . "The Sfuler ' s Child", "The Homecoming 11 , 
.r 
and 11 The iJat cb.malcers 11 had been produced by an amateur organi zat i on.~ 
·'The Theatre of Irelandu before the Abbey granted h illl any r·ecognition • 
., 
Ab out 19 11 iiThe Shuiler ' s Child 11 became a part of the Abbey repertory 
and two y '3 - slater 11 The Bribea . 
Moll Wood s, the shuiler, who sings from door to door arrives at 
0 ' Heas and recogn izes as her son, the child, whom the~' had taken 
from t he poor- house. The inspectors find the O ' H~as unsatisfactory, 
:li:oll steps forwar d to claim the child and althougn she long s for him 
returns him t o h i s foster parents. She had owned h im that she might 
dispose of -him as she pleased, but thus puts herself within the 
clutch es of the law. 1\loll i'foods is one of the most memorable figures 
in the history of the Irish Theatre. 
·'The Bribe 1' is more like an Abbey _p lay, strong enough to raise it 
abov e the average _h)easant drama. J ohn Kervan is cnai n ;:.tan of the 
Garrymore -B:earaof Gurdians whose duty i s t o elect the medical of ficer 
of t11e district. He refuses to play J!Oli tics in the appoi n t uwnt , h is 
wife is incen sed and urges t.bat he select O' Connor. he is unmoved unti l 
he learns she nas borrowed money which O' Connor ' s cheque wi ll yay. He 
p ockets tne bribe, then O' Connor is elected, but ne pays fo r it with 
the life of hi s wife and baby who V8r e lost t~rough G' Conno r ' s inc o l ~ 8 _ 
t cnc e when he -..vas called in. 
-_:_'he aenouement is obvious and is t ile only 1.-ea k yar t i n t n e p lay 
which excel s in its veracity of the analysis of provincial manners, 
politicsl and social. It is a dramatic play which loses nothin.a bv 0 ,, 
cPreful respect for reality . It is unfortunate for the Irish The11tre 
that Se umP.s O'Felly died in 1919. 
G-eor~e Fitzmaurice has written five plays for the I rish Theatre. 
"The rountry DressmF.lkera is the sto ry of J ulia Shea who is faithful 
through the yeP.rs to Pflt Connors who left for the United States. He 
had forgotten her end :mRrried in !\merle 8 , but when he returns he finds 
she hes been tricked into waiting for him. Finally they get 6arried. 
Jt is hrilliantly written in rich quaint idiom , a perfe ct rural comedy 
of mannerR. 
tt'I'he f'ie TJish :r is sligltter but gives hint of imaginative power. 
J,eum Pono gh ue wo rked years molding a pie dish in which the best in him 
founc'l refuge. Wh en he is dying he wisnes to f inish his work and will 
sell h is soul to the devil i f he will let him finish. He dies 
hl ASpheming , the c'Jish cr ~ shes to the g round and is. Shattered . The 
priest '9ronounres him damned, l•ut his children feel his i dealism ·wi ll 
f! 8Ve ~'1 im. 
11 Th e I:foonli g:hter 11 is a more conventional four ect tragedy. Peter 
Guerin is P.n ardent Fenian but opposes the desire of his son Eugene to 
5oin a moonlighting expedition. r~he son leaves defiant and does not re-
8:opear for A year. He has lost interest in violent methods and become 
a crl'lve -r t ime-server. A pursued moonligr1ter seeks refuge in their 
home, F.u>?;ene offers advice and his father is killed in an attempt to 
"T:1 ; left to :neet tne conter:1pt of h is family and save tbe youth. r,ugene __ s 
friends. 
Some of the typical violence of peasant melodrama injures this play 
but t·h e author made a penetrating study of what breeds violence in 
IrelAnd and depicts knaves and braggarts as c ~refully as patriots. 
Guerin is remarkable, he and Eugene are fine pg:~r ct1 ological portr a its. 
'T'his dr emR is finer than "The Country Dressmaker" in incident portray- al, 
and the interest is sustained to a moving climax. 
''fTihe Ma;d c G-lasses'r is a realistic 1'antasy which ends with the 
de ath o:f' ,Tr..ymonv who possessed the magic glasses which carried him 
into F~nother wo rld. "The Dandy Dolls" is pure fanc7r and represents 
the wildl-y· g;rot es que struggle of the maker of the ''dand y dolls" 
agAinst t h e forces of supernaturalism. These pl ay s show increAsing 
technicAl skill and a command of picturesque tmd forceful idiom. 
His only rival in t he field of fant~:'lsy is Dunsany, and in vi gor and 
e:xuber~>n ('e of peasant speech he is surpassed only by ;:)yng e , a l though his 
lines have ,., one of synge's exquisite poetry. 
XII The Ulster Literary Theatre. 
The Ulster Literary Theatre has no corporate existence hut it 
has given birth to writers whose relation to Ulster is more intimate 
than a mere literary a ssoci at ion impli e s. At the instigation of 
Polmer Boh son, William r.lcConnell, David Parv..hill and Lewis Purc<tll, 
the Pelfast Protestant National Society decided to widen its pure ly 
poll tical activities by cooperating wi tb the work of t "!·1e l''ays wt10 r1 ad 
_iust t·hen ( 1902) staged "Cathlee n in Houlinan '' and ''The Hacing Lug '' 
in ~elfast. Their determination t o give Ul ster a share in the re-
vi val led to the organizing of tile Ulster Li ter ::>rv 'rh e atre. 'i'hey 
developed the ir own actors from the Belfast Sct10ol of Art Drflmatic 
Soc 1 etY, amon[:1; them n-era l d Me :4 am ?ra. W1lth few exceptions the plays 
were by members; hence they truly preserved the uinn Fein tradition 
(Ourselves slone). l''or twelve years the;r p lHyed annually s t Dublin, 
two seasons at the Abbey , at Londonderry~ Dundalk , Newry and Ra llymena, 
twice at IJive rpool, three weeks at the Scal 8 in London where the acting 
was sunerior to the plays. Purc~ll ' s "lJinkum Oi l" is soon to he ol 8ved " . 
8 t the Poyalty in London whicn shows they are gaining mol'B than a 
At 1 ts inr.eption in 1904 a poetic dr ama of the heroic :_--;ge "Brian 
of o, smbe ,r by Bulwer Hobson was played snd follovlin:g it c Cime "The 
Pef'orme-rs", a sat ire o f municipal poll tics b y Lewis Purc~l. 'rhe 
following year "The Little Cowherd of .§lainge '' , by Joseph Campbell, and 
Purcill ' 8 "'rhe Enthuslast '' we r e produced. '1-)y 1906 the theatre was 
I II . p " d firml v estahlis·ned by the a ppearance of Purcctll s The agan an 
:rutnerford .::evnes ii The Turn of the H.oad •" 
"The "P egan n is the only ::WRilHble play of Purcell. It treats of 
?{ 'l fo{ 
e s xteerth century Irish gi rl of tne new Chris tian faith \Vho is 
pursue d hy m;:my sui tors but who selects a pagan. Unfortunately this 
euthor 'I P-s we ll a~ those o:' the school in ge}1era1J h8Ve placed on re~ord no 
suhsta'Y1tial evidence of their talent. Of those viho v ere assocL~ted with 
the movement from the 11eginning, only Rutberfo-rd I'::ayne coller.ted his 
works of publication. Camp bell published his first play H Jud gment rr 
hut not for TTlster, for it w -=: s produced by t he Irish Players in Dublin. 
SP.tirical humor seems to be charHcteristic of this school . 
Putherford n·:Ryne is the hest of the Ulster Playwrights and exhibits 
o~e of the finest talents revealed by the movement. He takes us to life 
on a more familiar gr0und f or in :Oim we come up•)n the men or women we 
' 
mi ~ht meet in Scott o1'- Burns , puritans wi th both t i.1 e n oble and ignoble. 
"'rhe Turn of t'ne Road 11 is the account of Hobb-le John Gr·anahan 1 s nttempt 
to st . £'~the artist i n him at the instigation of his friends. he burns 
his fiddle but can not get away from it. Urged on by the woman he loves 
he finally escapes to fulfill his destiny . The play ends VTith the plaint 
~ 
of his gr~:mdf · ther, "and ye knowed right well, ye knowed that every string 
of his f'idC"Ue W8 S keyed to the cryin 15 of :rour own heart~ 
''Tbe .lJrone" hRd tvvo acts wl1en produced but W8S re\' ritten for 
puhl i c 8tion with three, a eharmin ,g; portrayal of rural mt:mners. Daniel 
"~urrPV wh o feigns to be working .on an invention, a cert ;:dn type of 
bell;::;:~~s for their h o spitality, is shown up by a Scotchman 
4 
' -1 e outwits his enemies in t·11e end and sells them his bellows. No one will 
' 
auestion the ;ustice of tne success of !'.':Ur·ray · s trickery so finely is his 
• L 
v char~C'ter irfl agin ed and since his br·oth e r and niece are freed from a 
scheming woman by this ruse. 
"Red Turf" is a story of the Gal118J Bogs, a land feud bet~een two 
p 1"'€. fo :L 
neighbors . Martin Burke and his wife by a surveyor's decision, 
have lost the bank of stone that had descended to the 
Flanagans from father to son. Mary Burke taunts her hus b and 
for not being able to keep her property and he shoots his enemy 
with a gun left by a poor old man who couldn't oay the license 
for it . Violence rather than thought and action marks this play. 
There is little mating in MaJme 's plays, the only love, other 
than parental is in "The Turn of the Road". He is a wr iter of the 
Ulster Theatre but his allegiance to the Abbey is clear in "Red 
Tu!'f". From Synge he learned how to lis ten to the speech of 
Connaught . The Bible is the book nf Ulster and its unworn English 
is used freshly. His dialogue is living s peech and he reveals a 
knowledge of the people of the north of Ireland and shows 
simplicity and sincerity . He shows no great power of unraveling 
plot but he is still young and that may come . As an actor he knows 
the stage and hence has power over situation. He needs to learn 
to lead situation into situation, then he will be a dramatist to 
be reckoned with. He has done for the North what Synge did for the 
West , crystalizing the scattered elements of dramatic movement 
in Ulster and giving us : t he · true Ulsterman . 
st . John Ervine, a lthough an Ulstermen, is not especially 
identified vllith the movement. He 30ught inEngland the larger 
oppor·tuni ties offel~ed by a wider public • When Irish plays were 
popular in London his first play was prOduced . 
11 lVIixed Marriage" marks. his entrance !.nto the movement. John 
Rainey, an orangeman, tries to unite the protestants and catholics 
in a labor issue. It seems as if the old ruse of capital, raising 
the religious issue , were to fail when John Rainey discovers that his 
son is to marry Nora Murray, a catholic~ He st:l.!•s up the 
ancient feud, the stPlke is forgotten in a religious riot, and 
Nora is shot. He offers no solut ion for the general question, 
it is mere ly a presentation . 
The English provinces first saw 11 The Orangeman'', but it was 
later· included in the Ab 'iey repertory. Old McClury is too old 
to take his place i n the demonst1'ation of the co-religionists 
but bMngs out his dPurn, a priceless heirloom, and commands his 
son to play at a f:ictitious anniversary of the Bat t le of the 
Boyne. Tom refuses and puts his foot through the drum. 
"The Magnanimous Lover" is a bitter indictment against the 
self-righteous Ulster p:r•otestant, portrayed with a severity only 
nossible to a man bd:tter against the weakness of his own people. 
Maggie Cather's lover ~esert~ her just before the birth of her 
child. He prosper·:s- and r i s e t to the position where he L s about 
to marry a minister 1 s daugh ter. No love for her , nor pi t y for· he :c· 
child, but fear of God drive Hinde home to marry Maggie, but she 
spurns him influenced by anger for the past and f-ea r of a nagged 
future . The realpower of this play lies in· the c ~eation of Maggie 
who is a real woman hot with anger. It is a real drama of human 
emotions although the critics said Henry Hinde was incredible and the 
humor labored. 
In 1915 Ervine was a ppointed manager of the Abbey. The time 
was unpropitious, for the country was on the verge of the Wor·ld 1'\far. 
At· that time he produced "Jolm Fergus on" although he r: ad intended 
0 
it for England and · it is not great contribution to Irish literature. 
I 
John Ferguson has mortgaged his farm to Henry Witheraw and is 
waiting for a remittance from the United States to pay it. Hannah, 
his daughter, tries to marry cowardly James Caesar for money, but 
she weakens at the end. He is doubly incensed at the spurming 
when he learns that she has been wronged by Witheraw and 
detet'mines to kill him but does not dare. Her brother Hughie 
goaded by Clutie Jolm, a halfwit, shoots Witheraw , confesses and is 
arres ted, and the father is left alone with only the consolation of 
his re l igion . The t h eme is excelJent but the characterizat ion is 
done by means of externals/ 
Ervine's plays are not Iris h in the sens e of his predecessor·s 
fo r the y r evea l no phase of national life, no folk spirit. 
"Mixed Marriage" is the only play where an Irish problem is 
expressed; in the others the setting alOne is Irish. He 
resembles Wilde and Shaw whose fame is identified with the 
country of their literary naturalization. I have read some of 
his later plays, for example "The Lady of Belmonttt and 
"Anthony and Anna " and these are not even Irish in settin g so I 
should say that the Irish Theatr6 de.n expect nothing from him i n the 
f u ture. 
T. C. Murray is knowri as the "Cork realist". He is Scotch T 
Irish and henc e is alien in ra~ , and economic condition to the write~ 
of the Abbey yet he is at heart the same. I was about to add alien 
in r e ligion but it seems to me that all the ~ reates t names 
conne cted with the movement are those of protestants v.rh.o have l i ved 
close l y enough to the Irish peasantry to feel with them. The 
__, 
Cork Dramatic Society put on "The Wheel o'Fortune" in 1909. 
It is a one-act comedy dealing with the irony of match-making 
and has never been published. 
The following year saw "Birthright" at the Abbey . Hlighie, the 
elder son is his mother' s pride and the idol of the parish but is 
driven to America by his father, for his younger brother is a better 
farmer. Later he returns, accuses his brother of trying to wrest 
from him his share of the farm and is killed by him . This is a stern, 
patient, realistic, rendering of the Cain and Abel story and reveals 
absolute faithfulness to the life of the Irish peasantry which 
gains dignity from the intensity of the conception. 
"Maurice Harte" of two years later is the tale of a youth 
P<t1 -e. fJ !) 
who seeks to tell his mo.th:er he has no vocation foi· the 
priesthood. His courage fails and the parish priest tells her. 
His family claims his decision will ruin them all so he returns 
tothe seminary. Nine months later the family are indeed blessed; 
the brother is to make a fi ne marriage and their debts are to be pais. 
They receive worij that Maurice is returning broken physically 
and mentally by study. The family realize they are to blame, but 
think moi·e of themselves than of the boy. The play is 
neither propaganda nor satire but strikes deep a t t he heart of 
. Catholic Ireland , the pride in having a son a priest and the 
belief that only the priesthood justifies a col lege educRtion. 
This play reveals no decline from "Birthright" and theT·e is a 
poss ibilit y that Murray may be one in whose hands the futu r e of the 
Ab bey i s safe. 
In the last few year•s another dramatic society has sprung into 
being. The Northe r n Drama League is now in its fourth season. It 
s not predominantly national but was fou..Tlded *''to foster a love 
·of art generally, especially the theatre, in Ireland." 
Its begi nnings were very humble and it lost money the first 
year , but t he following year it r·educed its over-dr.•aft by half and 
in 1926 it was financially solvent . The organization is voluntary 
and is under the charge of Mr. Munro, the son of a profes~or of 
Queen 's University. They ms.ke their own costwpes and as faP as 
possible their ~n scenery, no attempt is made to check their 
atl cent . As a result of this when "An Enemy of the Peoole " was 
... 
per·formed , the audience believ~d it was an Irish play . 'I'he 
organization has hi.gn ambitions to possess i ts own Athena eum whi ch 
is to h ouse a library, a rea ding room , a concert and lectuPe hall and 
a theatre all under one roof . It can be s een that the foundi ng 
of the Abbey has had a profound inf luence On the cultural lif•e of 
all Ireland. *Living Age-Na.y29 , 1926 
XIII Shean C' Casey 
The latest comer to the Abbey and the one in whom it i..s 
~possible the greatest hope for the future lies is Shean O'Casey. 
Not many years ago he was an Irish hod ca -r'rier who jotted do¥~n 
here and there pass :i.ng r· e mar·ks that he heard . One day he went to 
the Abbey and was struck with the idea that he , too, could write 
a play. Three plays he sent to the Abbey and three plays the Abbey 
sent back, but with the plays came constructive criticisms. 1 •at 
he profited by these is witnes sed by the fact that since I~3~) he 
has had five plays produced at the Abbey, and one of these. in 
America . They are "Juno and the Paycock'' ,"Kathleen Listens Inn" , 
"Nannie 's Night Out", "The Shadow of a Gunman 1', "The Plough 
and the Stars ". 
While much has been made of the fact that 0 1 Casey is a laborer 
and continues to live in his old surr oundings, he is nevertheless 
I _, 
a widely read man. He wr ites of himself and his neighbors with a 
brutal gusto tempered with sympathy . "Kathleen" and "Nannie 11 I 
have been unable to read but I think enough can be gleaned from 
the other thre e to e nable one to prophesy about him. 
"Juno and the Paycock" revolves about Juno whose husband is 
an amiable sot and whose children are alternately dependent and way-
ward . The family receives word from a lavryer, whose assistant makes 
violent love to Mary, that they are to receive a legacv . They go 
badly into debt on the basis of this. The play ends with Mary 
betrayed by her schoolmaster, Johnny s hot as a~ informer, the 
mother pining over her unfortunate s on , and her hus band's fr 2enas 
reciting garbled verse and bewailing the terrible state of Erin . 
With one exception all the characters are carefully observed, 
and that is Mary's man who is a sheer pupnet to further the plot. 
It is significant to notice that he is the representative of a 
p ~ .(-'• 
class wit h which Casey had but slight acquaintance . This play 
gets at the essentials of life at its lowest terms .and it is 
strange that romantic Ireland should have produced so 
unremitting a realist . 
nThe Shadow of a Gunman" deals with the wars of the Free State. 
The play takes place in a room in a tenement hous e shared by two 
men, one of whom the neighborhood suspec ts of being a "gunman". 
Because that title raises him in the eyes of a. young lady in the 
house he does not deny it. As a result t he house is raided, ~ack 
of dynami te which had been left by a peddlar i s d is over ed , and the 
young lady is murdered . 
When "The Plough and theS tars" a ppeared in 1926 it recalled the 
riotous audiences of Synge's "Playboy" . 0 'Casey declares he put 
nothing in the play which he had not seen. The Abbey management 
stood firmly back of the author and refused to alter the play one 
iota . According to the custom of t he theatre a ne w offering 
is played only one week and they felt it best not to che~ e their 
cus torn with "The Plough and the Stars 11 , but when 1 t is again produced 
it will be in precisely the same form as that which caused the 
disturbance in 1926. ~he plot of the play is a decade old for it 
treats of the Easter ris ing of 1916 . For that reason it ga ve offen ce 
to the Republicans but who has a better right to depict that 
) . 
struggl e than 0 1 Casey who was amemb er of Jim Connolly's citizen 
army.7 The play opens a t the home of a young bridal couple. 
She wishes to keep her husband at home so destroys the commission 
in the revolutionary army which arrives for him . He discover•s 
her ruse and leaves to lead the attack on Dublin Castl~. Act I I 
represents a public house bhe next day where we see the nati es ' 
r eactions to the trouble that is brewing. The next act takes us to 
Easter week, the fight is in full force and Nora is seeking mad fy 
\;) 'lj n · ~ ·'-· 
for her husband ; :he retunns with a wounded comrade and is forced to 
tear himself from Nora . At the news that her child is born dead, 
Nora loses her mind . Her husband is killed in the struggle and 
even the neighbor who is t i'ying to care fo1~ her is shot do~rn . 
1'his is a vivid picture of that frightful period during which 
so many young men died. 0 1 Casey plumbs the depths and gives us 
the heartcry of the people of the slums . His plays - a re a live and 
drama tic, the last one being superior to others . With talent like 
' 
his developing the Abbey must p:r·os per . 
XV Conclusion. 
Vl.'hatever the future holds for the Irish Theat re, the 
Abbey has made certain contributions to Irish literary life which 
the hand of time can never eradicate. Ireland never possessed a 
native drama, but now it has one dealing with its legendary 
past, its recent past and its most vivid oresent. The youth 
of the country have been universally aroused to an int erest in 
literature and in some cases to creative effort . The stage 
Irishman who was a travesty on the Irish people has entirely 
disappeared, for the Irish plays plus the acting of the I rish 
trained players present the Irishman as he really is . 
The Abb ey suffered perilous times. The early writers one by 
one disappeared from the movement. Moore and Martyn became 
G.. 
estranged, Synge died, Lady Gregor·y's plays degnerated, and Yeats 
/'-
became interested in a different type of drama. At the same time 
the old Fay-trained actors disapoeared from the movement: Arthur 
Sinclair, Sara Allgood , Maire O'Neill and those of the same 
quality. Then the war came and the curfew regulations ~ffected 
its receipts rather strenuously. The later writers took to 
melodrama and pandered to a cheaper public taste. It . almost 
s eemed as though the muse of drama had bur·s t into flame, burned 
brightly, and flickered out. 
Now a new revival has set in. Lennox Robinson r e t urned to the 
Abbey after t he war and started the training of a new company of 
actors which is constantly increasing in quality. The Irish Free · 
state subsidized the theatre to the extent of eight-hundred-fifty 
pounds which has heJped the financial situation considerably. The 
country is moderately quiet politically . Now that Ireland rules 
herself her warring elements will offer fine mate r ial to be 
) 
reflected on the stage, catholicism versus protestantism, and the 
1'~~ ~ ( 
struggles attending advanced social democracy. *"We may expect, 
therefore, in the future to see these forces fighting it out 
mere le s ly On the battlefield of drama". 
There are five names in the repertory of Abbey writers from 
whom we can expect much.~ Lennox Hob ins on, Rutherford Mayne, -,:. C. 
Murray, Brinsley MacNamara, and Sean O'Casey . If their future 
works fulfill the pro~ise of their latest work, the Abbey's 
glory will not be a thing of the past, but will be beacon l:i.ght 
shining into the future. 
*The New Statesman, August, 1921. 
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